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Communities GETTING OUT To VOTE
show support
for Ray and
clerk's staff

Murray's
gas rates
still same

By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
Customers of Murray Natural
Gas can expect their rates to
remain the same as last year as
long as weather predictions for a
mild winter hold true, said Don
Leet, contractor for gas manageBy HOLLY WISE
ment for the city of Murray.
Staff Writer
Natural gas has not underElection day is well underway and as voters enter their polling •
gone the same dramatic increase
stations, they have more on their minds than just
that fuel oil for heating, propane
the candidates they're voting for.
and oil have, said Leet.
They want to know how Ray is doing this morn"Natural gas, as a commodiing.
ty, is close to the same price as a
Calloway County Court Clerk Ray Coursey,
year ago," he said.
Jr.'s family called his office this morning at 7:45
Leet explained that Murray
and gave an update on his status while everyone in
has a gas management plan in
the office gathered around to hear the news.
place and the objective of that
A report from one of the clerk's office staff said
plan is "to keep retail rates level
Coursey "had a really good night last night. His
and not spiking with market
vital signs are good, but "he's angry because he
forces."
wants the (breathing) tube out of his throat."
Everyone breathed a visible sigh of relief and
The gas management plan is
brushed away tears as the phones continued to ring — poll workers
comprised of three components.
needing a question answered and needing to know how Ray was
The first is a gas buying probecause every voter was asking.
gram that, Leet explained,
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times hedges against extreme market
According to a Vanderbilt hospital spokesman,Coursey remained
Dale Arnold signs in to vote this morning at the Calloway County High School voting precinct. fluctuation. 'This is done by
in the trauma unit in critical condition this morning.
Coursey was airlifted to Vanderbilt University Medical Center Assisting him is Joyce Fox, a precinct election officer judge. Residents are voting at the high making purchases in the futures
school after the precinct was moved from the National Guard Armory because of the 438th MP market."
units up-coming deployment to New Jersey then Iraq.
The second component in the
II See Page 2A
gas management plan is buying
50 percent of the city's winter
load in advance by Nov. I. The
third and final component is the
city's participation in a municipal prepay plan that offers some
enforcement.
Mieure pointed out that, accord- obeying the law; however some address of all booth renters and discounts on 80 percent of the
By TOM BERRY
The
vote
was
unanimous
in
ing
to
the
text
refuse,
according
to
Vasseur..
of the document
make the information avail.W3le city'. puechases.
Staff Writer
HAZEL, Ky. — The Hazel support for the revisions; how- in its current form, all business- Some mall owners opposed to to the Hazel city clerk for the
"The advantage that Murray
City Council moved forward on ever council member Lori es, corporations or individuals the fee are refusing to provide collection of fees or face possi- has is we kind of control our
revisions of two city ordinances Charlton was concerned that the selling goods or services in the names and addresses of vio- ble fines.
own destiny," said Murray
— require that all booth Finance Director Carol Roberts.
Monday night; one that will regulations, as they are currently Hazel, even if they are located lators.
strengthen and extend the scope written, would also require those outside the city, fall under the
Although incomplete, the renters permanently post licens- "We can focus on what the
of the city's business licensing doing temporary business in the ordinance and could be required revised version of the ordinance ing documentation in a conspic- needs are of this one communiregulations and a second that city to purchase a license, such to pay a $25 annual licensing will:
uous place where they do busi- ty. It helps us have a good strat— require the payment of ness to make auditing possible egy for what works for us and
will call for stricter compliance as a refrigerator repairman fee.
whose business is not located
Vasseur said that some $25 annually for a license to sell and identification of those that
from dog owners.
how much we need to buy."
allowance might have to be goods inside the city of Hazel have not paid the required fees.
During a meeting at Hazel within city limits.
According
to
Roberts,
"I always assumed that made for service-based busi- for those that sell on a regular,
City Hall Monday night, Mayor
— hold only booth renters
Kerry Vasseur and council mem- 'doing business in Hazel' meant nesses that would likely not pro- continual basis. (The require- responsible for payment of Murray Natural Gas services all
bers approved, on first reading, a those that were physically locat- vide services more than a few ment would not include those licensing fees after the owner of Murray and Calloway County
revision of the business licens- ed in Hazel," she said. "I don't times per year.
who have yard sales up to four has provided the name and and a little bit into Mayfield.
"The real unknown is what
ing ordinance that Vasseur said see requiring a refrigerator
The major target of the revi- times per year or who participate address. Mall owners will not be
he hoped would make the docu- repairman that may only come sion effort concerns getting in special events such as the responsible for enforcement of the winter weather will turn out
the ordinance. Letters will be , to be," said Leet. "Extreme cold
ment as simple, comprehensive to Hazel once or twice to buy a booth vendors located inside the annual Hazel Celebration.)
has the impact of causing the
and fair as possible before the license."
city's five antique malls to pay
— require that antique mall
Council member Nancy the fee. A majority are currently owners obtain the name and
customer to use more gas; that
council begins a move toward
results in higher gas bills."

Hazel council discusses business, dog issues

County storm damage last
month was result of tornado
turned on for in Murray at 7:48
p.m.," Call said. "NWS does
conclude that we had a tornado...but they have not yet linked
it to the storms that followed in
LBL and Trigg County and
Stewart County, Tenn."
Winds of 95 mph were
reported about eight miles
east/southeast of Murray in the
Cherry Corner Road area to 1.5
miles north of Hamlin, according to the report.
On the ground the tornado
cut a swath of about 150 yards in
width for a length of 7.4 miles.
No injuries or fatalities were
reported; however a tree fell on
a home on Sand Drive causing
extensive damage while several
trees were snapped or uprooted
on other properties within the
storm zone.
Call said he and Rick
Shanklin, of the NWS office in
Paducah, surveyed the damage
Oct. 30.

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
It was a tornado packing 95
mph winds that roared through
southeast Calloway County Oct.
18 leveling hundreds of trees,
bringing down powerlines,
blocking roadways and leaving
residents without power in its
wake.
Emergency
County
Management Director Bill Call
said Monday that the National
Weather Service has confirmed
that a tornado caused the damage. NWS radar indicated cloud
rotation the night of the storms,
but it was too dark for weather
spotters on the ground to see the
funnel cloud.
Call said it has been two
weeks since the storm, but with
the large outbreak of tornados
that day, studies have just
recently been completed.
"This storm track was from
the cell that warning sirens were
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"Touchdown began in the
Cherry Corner Road area just
west of Speaker Trail and
extended northeast from there
through the Crappie Hollow and
Lakeway Shores areas before
crossing Blood River; then
along Jennings Trail west and
northwest of Hamlin," he said.
"We met the family on Sand
Drive, on whose house large
trees had fallen. According to
their broken clock, the storm hit
there at 8:15 p.m."
Call said the family remains
busy with repairs, but were
highly complimentary of the
rapid response by emergency
workers who cleared the road
and offered assistance immediately after the storm.
"We believe that this was the
only inhabited house seriously
damaged by the storm in
Calloway County," Call said.

II See Page 2A

SAW THE LIGHT

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
Workers from the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet monitored a new traffic signal Monday
morning at the intersection of Ky. 121 and Ky. 1836 in Coldwater. The light was activated at 10
a.m. and workers remained on the scene to make sure it was operating correctly. They also
removed the signs which had been posted notifying motorists of its forthcoming activation. A
ribbon-cutting marking the new Ky. 80 section opening, which can be accessed now in
Coldwater, was held in Mayfield. A photo of the ceremony is on page 2A.
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United Way of Murray/Calloway

TheRuntGrand
Home Give-A-Way!
by Trent Garland Construct:on In Briarrirst Subdirtston
Tickets On Sale Now - $100ma
Only 4,000 WIII Be Sold!
Tickets are available at BB,IrT Bank, Heritage Bank, The Murray Bank,
Regions Bank, and US Bank or you may also purchase tickets by
contacting the 'United Way of Murray/Calloway County
by calling (2701 75,5-0317 or go on the web at www.uniteclwaymcc.org

Murray Rotary Club invites you to be
a part of
—Charin9 (hie )0, o/

ariiintai Parade

.21et.I.

Calloway County Shorfff's °apartment
An individual on State Line Road West reported that her house
had been vandalized Thursday at 2 15 a m
- Deputies pursued a vehicle at 2 24 am,through Hazel and into
Henry County, Tenn , where the vehicle pulled over at the Trading
Post off 79 North The subject fled on foot Investigation is ongoing
A theft was reported at 4 50 p.m at Cecil Taylor Lane
- A burglary to an outbuilding on Renie Circle was reported at
4 28 p m
Murray Police Department
- A customer reported a theft at Martha's Restaurant Friday at
1 15 p.m.
- A theft was reported to the station at 4 p.m.
- A warrant was served to David Todd, 28, of Hardin, in reference
to a then by unlawful taking.
- A gas leak was reported at Richmond Hall on Murray State
University's campus Saturday at 10.53 p.m.
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.

tree damage
that we saw - hundreds of them
broken or uprooted - we 4ft
indeed fortunate that there were
no injuries and that personal
losses Were IOW in this storm."
There was no significant
damage reported in Murray
though some light hail was
sighted in the southern part of
"('onsidering the

the city.
According to the NWS
report. the storm .produced 15
tornado tracks; the largest
recorded tornado outbreak during the month of October in the
51)-county NWS warning area.
About a dozen injuries were
reported across the region, but
there were no confirmed fatalities.

Marshall
authorities
investigate
case of
stolen truck
Staff Report
According to a Marshall
County Sheriff's Department
press release, a 1995 Dodge
truck was stolen from a residence on Olive Creek Road.
Terry Walker of Hardin
reported that the truck was
stolen over the weekend. The
truck belongs to his employer,
Gregory Piping Contractors Inc.
of Paducah.
The truck is red with a black
flat bed with welders and tools
on the back. If anyone has
information regarding the truck.
please call Deputy Jason Ivey at
1270) 527-3112; after hours,
please call (270)527-1333.
Individuals may also call the
Marshall
County
Crime
Stoppers at (270) 527-2677 and
remain anonymous.

BRIAN SMITH/The Mayfield Messenger

NEW SECTION'S OPEN: Area officials gathered to officially open the new section of Ky. E30
Monday afternoon in a ribbon-ea/fang ceremony mat east of the intersection of Ky. 121 near
Mayfield. Pictured, from left, are state Rep. Fred Nester, D-Mayfield, Rex Smith representing
Jim Smith Construction, Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins, and Graves County
Judge-Executive Tony Smith
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Voter turnout expecte
to exceed 40 percent
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
With choices for governor and a
list of other statewide offices on
the ballot in Kentucky, elections
officials predicted about 42 percent of voters would head to the
polls today.
The top race on the ballot
was
between
incumbent
Republican Gov. Ernie Fletcher
and his Democratic challenger,
Steve Beshear. Pre-election
polling by various media outlets
put Beshear in front by 15-23
points.
Linda Rose. a 54-year-old
bank
manager
from
Prestonsburg, voted for Fletcher
at the Floyd County Courthouse
in eastern Kentucky, where
about a dozen voters trickled in
within the first hour after the
polls opened.
"I'm against gambling big
time and for conservative
Chnstian values," Rose said.
Kay Ross, 45, an adult education director for Floyd County.
voted for Beshear. Ross said no
particular issue influenced her.
"I think it would be something
new and fresh ... I think he'll listen to the people of Kentucky,"
Ross said. "Not that I think
Governor Fletcher hasn't, but I
think he has a personal agenda."
About 30 voters had cast bal-

lots at the Pike County
Courthouse by 9 a.m. EST.
That's where Roger Caudill, a
43-year-old self-employed contractor, voted for Beshear.
"I just think Ernie Fletcher
hasn't lived up to many of his
big campaign promises," said
Caudill, who didn't go into
specifics. "It's just time for
someone else to be in charge."
Mickie Sulham, a 55-yearold banker, voted for Beshear at
Ashland Elementary School in
Lexington. Sulham said she didn't vote a straight Democratic
ticket and wasn't voting for
Beshear because he was a great
candidate.
"I'm not that big (of) a
&shear supporter, I'm just
against Fletcher," Sulham said.
"I think I voted for Fletcher (in
2003) but I wouldn't swear to it
— it's been four years."
Jack Huber. a 46-year-old
industrial supplies salesman,
voted for Fletcher at Paul
Laurence Dunbar High School
in Lexington, even though two
of his children worked for
Beshear's campaign. Huber said
Fletcher's work to bring the
World Equestrian Games to
Lexington in 2010, among other
things. convinced him the
incumbent deserves another

Sunday afternoon after being seriously injured in a
car accident.
According to the Kentucky State Police,
Coursey, 39, was traveling south on Outland
School Road when his vehicle apparently drove
off the right shoulder and struck a driveway culvert around 2:15 p.m. The release stated that after
the van hit a second driveway culvert, it overturned and came to rest on its top.
Coursey was wearing his seatbelt at the time of
the accident. KSP is investigating. Public Affairs
Officer Barry Meadows was unable to be reached
for additional information on the case and possible
cause of the crash.
—The whole community is really rallying," said
Lynn Paschall, deputy county clerk. She said she
has gotten phone calls from the county clerks in
Graves. Marshall, Hickman, Ballard, Franklin,
Martin and McCracken counties offering their
help today. Circuit Court Clerk Linda Avery has
offered Paschall her staff and plans on bringing
supper to the county clerk's office this evening.
People in the community have brought flowers
including an unidentified man who brought a vase
of flowers. He said he thought it would brighten
the staff's day, but before they could get his name.

sent from the city clerk to the
individual vendor.
— require that fees be paid
before the booth renter — or any
other business owner — can sell
goods or services in the city.
In other business, the council
moved forward on revising the
city's existing animal control
ordinance using a document
recently approved by the
Puryear. Tenn.. City Council as
a possible guide. The Puryear
council recently approved an
ordinance placing restrictions on
the ownership of VIC/OUS dogs
with special regulations aimed
specifically at pit bulls.
However, Mieure and council
members Mary Gallimore and
Joe Thompson said they were
opposed to adopting "breed-specific" regulations because they

shot.
As for the difference with hi
children'? "I don't talk to m
kids about (politics); I let the
make their own choices," Hube
said. "They're not going to be
listening to me anyway."
The only unusual calls
received by the Secretary of
State's office came shortly after
the polls opened at 6 a.m. CST
in western Kentucky.
Les Fugate. a spokesman for
the Kentucky Secretary of
State's office, said several people complained that Mayor Dan
Potter of Oak Grove in Christian
County had put up "yellow
police tape" around city hall.
The tape blocked access to bathrooms, phones and much of the
building except for the polling
place. Fugate said.
The tape could be considered
a form of voter intimidation,
Fugate said.
"Who wants to go vote at
something that looks like a
crime scene," Fugate said. "This
is a first. We've never heard of
this happening before."
Kentucky Secretary of State
Trey Grayson has predicted
about 42 percent of the voters in
Kentucky will cast ballots.
Kentucky has 2.8 million registered voters.

he was gone.
"He's our angel." said a staff member.
"The election is going well," said Paschall,
between phone calls. "We have good poll workers."
That compliment was returned to Paschall
when poll workers at the Christian Community
Church station and at the courthouse praised her
for her work today.
"We've had to call the courthouse several
times," said Jennifer Lynn, a volunteer at the poll
at 16th Street and Glendale Road. "He's (Ray)
trained them well; they know what they're doing."
Susan Hussmann agreed. "Every time I call
down there I get straight through. The girls down
there are so sweet and friendly. Lynn is a good,
right-hand woman.- Hussmann said everything was running
smoothly this morning.
, "We've been steady since we opened," she
said. By 7:30, 60 voters had gone through. And if
last year is an indication, they expect nearly 900
throughout the day.
Melissa Ray, a poll volunteer at the courthouse,
said everything was going very well.
"It seems they wanted to work extra hard to
make sure things went well for Ray," she said.

believe irresponsible dog own- owner to obtain liability insurers are the real problem in ance should their animal be desHazel, not any particular breed ignated a threat to public safety.
of dog,
However, the threat of
"If we had people that were vicious dogs isn't the only
forced to be responsible, that canine problem reported in
would take care of the problem," Hazel; the sheer number of
Gallimore said.
"loose dogs" in violation of the
Mieure agreed and recom- city's leash law is also a probmended the revision to place lem. However, since many or
more responsibility on dog own- most of the dogs do not wear
ers. "I am not opposed to a tags, it is very difficult to identivicious dog ordinance. I am for fy the owners to enforce the law.
taking our present ordinance and
Council members are planexpanding it." she said. "The ning to work with Calloway
problem we have with dogs is County Judge-Executive Larry
irresponsible owners."
Elkins, Sheriff Bill Marcum and
Changes in the ordinance Mark Arneson. the county's aninow under consideration include mal control officer, to remove
a process for determining all animals not on a leash to the
whether a dog is "vicious" or Murray-Calloway
Animal
not, regulations determining Shelter.
how an animal should be housed
The council took no action
and controlled and requiring the following the discussion: however a copy of the existing Hazel
animal control ordinance, along
with a copy of the Puryear City
Council action, were distributed
to each member for consideration until the next meeting Dec.
3.
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GOODY BAGGERS: Murray Woman's Club Executive Board
members stuff goody bags for poll workers with apples, crackers, candy and bottled water Members are, from left to nght.
Cynthia Barnes, legislative chair. Renee Buckingham, Wilma
Beatty, Virginia Randolph (hidden). Cathy Pigg Genie May
and Lillian Robertson

NOTICE
•
The
Murray
Independent
Board
of
Education is scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m. on Thursday
in the central office board
room
of
the
Carter
Administration Building. On
the agenda are consideration
of an offer for technology
assistance through the state
KETS office, a resolution for
students
achievement,
approval of a non-resident
contract with Graves County
and approval of special honors concerning an MISD
teacher that has been named
Kentucky Teacher of the
Year
III To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916
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Charles Robert Hoke, 65, Almo, died today, Tuesday. Nov. 6,
MP,at 4:50 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
A retired rural letter carrier, he wa.s a member of Scotts Grove
Baptist Church where he taught Sunday School. He was born April
I3, 1942, in Calloway County.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Peggy Beak Hoke; two daughters, Mrs. Lesa Allison and husband, Doug, Carrollton, Ga.., and
Mrs. Jena Flood and husband, Mark, Murray, one son. Charles R.
Hoke and wife, Angie, Nashville, Tenn.; his mother, Mrs. Faye
Adams Hoke, his mother-in-law, Mrs. Maxine Larnpkins Beale, and
two brothers, Jackie Hoke and wife, Linda, and Tommy Hoke and
wife, Pam, all of Murray: two sisters, Mrs. Diana Bennett, Murray,
and Mrs. Mane Keel and husband, Ken, Nashville, Tenn.; three
grandsons, Mitch and Lucas Morton, Murray, and Ethan Hoke,
Nashville. Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Horne is in charge of
arrangements.

Mrs. Unnie Ophelia Eldridge Garvin

Mrs. Eva Claes
The funeral for Mrs. Eva Clees will be today (Tuesday) at 1 p.m
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Bro, Ricky
Cunningham will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Trey Green, Jim Green, Steve Ladd, Jonathan
Turner, Dustin Ladd and Jeremy McCord. Burial will follow in the
Bonner Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Cancer
Society, do Pat Latimer, P.O. Box 1080, Murray, KY 42071, or St.
Jude's Children's Hospital, 501 St. Jude Pl., Memphis, TN 38105.
Mrs. Clees, 62, Justice Road, Murray, died Saturday. Nov. 3,
2007, at 8:03 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Employed for Spoilable Scoreboards, Murray, she was a member
of First United Methodist Church.
Preceding her in death were one brother, Jerry Bryan Overcast,
half brother, Thomas Overcast, and half sister, Marguerite Harrell.
Born Dec. 28, 1944, in Paris, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late
Bryan Overcast and Patye Wall Overcast.
Survivors include one daughter, Lisa Clees Darnell, two grandsons, Garrette and Grantt Darnell, one sister, Mrs. June Ladd and
husband, Bill; nieces, Brenda Turner and husband, Larry, Martha
Green and husband. Jim, and Patricia Harrell; nephew, Steve Ladd
and wife, Debbie, all of Murray. Also surviving are out-of-state
nieces and nephews and great-nieces and great-nephews.

'the funeral tor Mrs. Linnie Ophelia Eldridge Geurin (Tillie) will
be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. Ed Davis and Bob Haley will officiate. Danny Herndon will
lead congregational singing.
Pallbearers will be Harold Phillips, Garvin
Phillips, Paul Garrison, W.T. Patterson, Charles
Edwin Stubblefield and Donald Cook. Burial will
follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to Mrs. Janie (Mama Mo) hlofield
8 p.m. today (Tuesday).
The funeral for Mrs. Janie (Mama Mo) Mofield was today
Expressions of sympathy may be made to West (Tuesday) at 11 a.m, in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton.
Kentucky Youth Camp, 301 Youth Camp Rd., Jim Phillips will officiate. Burial was in the Benton Cemetery.
Marion, KY 42064.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Esther's Elevator, do
Mrs. Geurin, 85, Carty Road, Murray, died Okolona Church of Christ, 6105 Outer Loop, Louisville, KY 40219.
Geurin
Monday, Nov. 5, 2007, at 7:06 a.m. at Spring Creek
Mrs. Mofield, 77, Merrywood Drive, Benton, died Saturday.
Health Care, Murray.
Nov. 3, 2007, at 12:30 a.m. at Oaklawn Nursing Home, Louisville.
She was a cook and cafeteria manager with the Calloway County
A retired teacher of home economics from the Marshall County
School System and was a member of New Concord Church of Board of Education, she taught home economics (family and conChrist.
sumer sciences) at Brewers, Benton, South Marshall and Central
Preceding her in death were her husband, J.D. Geurin Sr., who High Schools. She was a member of Benton Church of Christ where
died Aug. 19, 1984, one son, Joe D. Geurin Jr. who died Jan. 10, she taught a Bible class for many years and was a past president of
2(8)7, and one daughter-in-law, Peggy Geurin. Born Jan. 6, 1922, in the Marshall County Hospital Auxiliary. A graduate of Murray State
Bemis, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late Otis Eldridge and University, she received two master of science degrees with "a
Lonie Steele Eldridge.
Thirty Above."
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Linda Parker and husband,
Preceding her in death were her husband, Dr. Ray Mofield; her
Donnie. two sons, Kenneth Geurin and wife, Betty, and Jackie parents, Ezra and Ruth Hiett Bloomingburg; one sister, Betty
Geurin, and daughter-in-law, Mrs. Allison Geurin, all of Murray; Johnston; four brothers, Bill, James (Jim), Pat and George
two sisters, Mrs. Lillie Fuqua, Murray, Mrs. Lurline Bucy and hus- Bloomingburg.
band. LaVeme, San Luis Obispo, Calif.; one brother, Charles Leroy
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Ruth Ann Taylor and husEldridge and wife, Kate, Murray; eight grandchildren, Michael band. Remmel,and three grandchildren, Joel Matthew Taylor, Luke
Geurin and friend, Sandy, Jeanetta McCallon and husband, Randy, Alexander Taylor and Hannah Ruth Taylor, all of Louisville.
Jennifer Stubblefield and husband, Chad, Mitchell Geurin,
Elizabeth Thom and husband, Jimmy, Tammy Hobbs and husband, David Loren Odom
Tim, Jared Geurin and Brian Shelby, all of Murray; nine greatThe funeral for David Loren Odom will be Wednesday at I p.m.
grandchildren, Tyler, Scotty, Nick, Madison, Parker, Sullivan, Sarai, in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Monte Hodges
Morgan and Ellis.
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Maple Springs Cemetery,
Benton.
Earl Cooper
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today
The funeral for Earl Cooper will be today (Tuesday) at I p.m. in (Tuesday).
the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Rev. Bob Saywell and
Mr. Odom, 38, Red Fox Drive, Benton, died Saturday, Nov. 3,
Latricia Trull will officiate.
2007, at 3:15 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital,'Paducah.
•
Pallbearers will be Michael Cooper, Jimmy Osborne, Jason
He was employed as a maintenance/painter for James Marina.
-Cooper, Jarrod Cooper, Tracy Coleman, Austin Flint and Tyler Preceding him in death were his grandparents, Loren and Naomi
Cooper, active; Brent Underhill, Wes Burris, Lawton Vincent and Odom and John and Eunice Kelley.
Davin Tabers, honorary. Burial will follow in the South Pleasant
Survivors include:two daughters, Samantha Odom and Lauren
Odom, both of Benton; one son, Rustin Odom;Smithland; his mothGrove Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
er, Mary Kelley, and his father, Kenneth R. Odom, Benton; four
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Cancer brothers, Daniel Odom, Mark Odom and Stephen Odom, all of
Society, c/o Pat Latimer, P.O. Box 1080, Murray, KY 42071 or the Benton, and Steve Davidson, Nashville, Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs.
American Heart Association, Calloway County Division, 240 Susan Cooper and Mrs. Kathy Hargrove, both of Benton; two grand-Whittington Parkway, Louisville, KY 40202. Condolences may be sons, Issac Dripps and James Dripps, both of Hardin; eight nieces;
sent at www.imesmiller.com.
one nephew.
Earl Cooper, 85, Brandon Road, Hazel, died Sunday, Nov. 4,
2(8)7, at 1:50 a.m. at his home. A retired truck driver and former Watson Arnett
The funeral for Watson Arnett will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. at
employee of Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, he was a member of South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church.
Piqua Baptist Church, Piqua, Ohio, with Pastor Donald R. Wells
Born May 26, 1922, in Calloway County, he was the son of the officiating. Burial will follow in the Forest Hill Cemetery.
Visitation will be from 4 to 7 p.m. today (Tuesday) at Jamieson
late William Jefferson Cooper and Retta Latimer Cooper. Also preceding him in death were one brother, Brent Cooper, and one sister, & Yannuci Funeral Home,Piqua.
Evelyn Coles.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Piqua Baptist Church,
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Grace Cooper; three sons, Billy 1402 W. High St., Piqua, OH 45356. Condolences may be made to
Joe Cooper and friend, Vonda Burris. Sedalia, Larry S. Cooper and www.jamiesonandyannucci.com.
wife, Carilea. Benton, and Jeff Cooper and wife, Jan, Murray; three
Mr. Amett, 86, Piqua, died Saturday, Nov. 3, 2007, at 11:35 p.m.
daughters, Mrs. Jeanette Osborne and Mrs. Debbie Ray and hus- at the Upper Valley Medical Center there.
A 1943 graduate of Murray State University, Murray, Ky., he was
band. Ronnie. all of Murray, and Mrs. Earlene Flint, Hazel; 10
associated with the National Life Insurance Company for 40 years,
•grandchildien; five great-grandchildren.
35 as the staff manager in the Piqua area. He previously worked at
Atlas Munitions Company and Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company.
Ms. Lillian Sherrill Briney
Ms. Lillian Sherrill Briney. 66, Lone Oak, died Sunday, Nov. 4, He was an active member of Piqua Baptist Church where he had
served as a trustee and deacon, and of the Piqua Lions Club. He was
2007, at 10:54 p.m. at her home.
She was a retired auditor for Coastal Oil Company, Detroit, a former member of the Benevolent and Protective Order of the Elks
Mich., and a member of Lone Oak First Baptist Church. A native of Lodge #523 Piqua.
Born Aug. 30, 1921, he was the son of the late James T. and
'Paducah, she was the daughter of the late Elbert Britton Briney and
Bertha Watson Arnett of Lynn Grove. He married Betty J. Roberts
Valeria Owen Briney.
Survivors include one brother, Montgomery (Montie) Briney, Amett on Nov. 22, 1946, who died May 9, 1987. He then married
Eula G. Withrow Baker Arnett June 23, 1988 and she died Sept, 10,
and one niece, Stacy Briney, Murray.
A graveside service will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Bethleham 2002.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Jill A. Wilson, Troy, Ohio;
Cemetery in Carlisle County. Rev. Todd Hawkins will officiate.
Visitation will be after noon on Wednesday at Lone Oak Chapel one son, Dr. Robert L. Amett and wife, Mary C., Alexandria. Va.;
of Milner and Orr Funeral Home. Expressions of sympathy may be one granddaughter, Jessica Wilson, and her father, Karl Wilson. He
made to the American Cancer Society, 3140 Parisa Dr., Paducah, was the youngest of II children.
KY 42001.

FDA may get authority to
order mandatory recalls
WASHINGTON (API
The
Food
and
Drug
Administration
would
be
empowered to order mandatory
recalls of products deemed a
risk to consumers under recommendations from an advisory
commission created in response
to concerns about recalls of dangerous toothpaste, dog food and
toys.
Bush was to receive the recommendations today from the
panel, which was established in
July to study import safety. It
was led by Health and Human
Services
Secretary
Mike
Leavitt.
The panel also will urge
increasing the presence of U.S.
inspectors from Customs, the
Border Patrol, the Consumer
Product Safety Commission and
other agencies in countries that
are major exporters to the
United States, an administration
official said. The official spoke
on condition of anonymity
because the recommendations
had not been released publicly.
-The report that we're putting forward has 50 different
recommendations in 14 categories on how we can make the
products that consumers buy
safer," Leavitt said Tuesday.
Among those recommendations,
Leavitt told CBS-The Early
Show," was to give agencies
more authority to "certify products before they get to the
United States that they meet our
standards."
Other proposals would
strengthen CPSC's authority by
making it illegal for companies
to knowingly sell a recalled
product; by authorizing the
CPSC to issue follow-up recall
announcements, and by requiring recalling companies to
report supplier and delivery
information. Further, CPSC
would be able to impose asset
forfeiture penalties for criminal
offenses. A third recommendation calls for establishing a certification program-likened to
a seal of approval-for compa-
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"STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones Ind. Avg.....I3578.0+ 34.6
Air Products
97.93 + 1.28
AT&T,Inc.
1980..0.24
BB&T
14.28 + 0.22
Briggs & Stratton............22.00 + 0.10
Bristol Myers Squibb 29.25 + 0.12
Caterpillar ............. 74.15 + 0.65
Chevron Texaco Corp 90.22 + 1.74
Daimler Chrysler .- 108.29 + 1.66
Dean Foods
26.72 + 0.06
Exxon-Mobil
+ 1.69
Ford Motor
8.63. 0.04
General Electric
40.37 + 0.17
General Motors
36.07 + 0.07
(;laxoSmitliKline ADR 50.80 + 0.16
Goodrich .....
+ 0.59
Goodyear
.......-30.52 + 0.05
HopFed Bank'
14.10 B 14.39 A
BM
113.22 • 0.15

prices as of 9 a.m.

Intel
Kroger
Mattel
McDonalds____
Merck
Microsoft
J.C. Penner,
Pepsico, Inc
Pfizer, Inc.
Regions Financial
Schering-Plough
Sears Holding Corp
Time Warner
US Bancorp
UST.....
WellPoint Inc.
Wal-Mart

27.19 + 0.35
27.87 - 0.15
20.93 • 0.33
59.69 + 0.02
SC 85 • 0 08
36.34 - 0.39
51.74.0.13
73.36 .1. 0.60
23.93 + 0.26
25.16 + 0.10
29.40 • 0.06
127.63. 1.68
17.99 + 0.18
31.51 + 0.27
5100 + 0.51
78.43 - 0.29
44.05 + 0.02

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants 0.--R):
Ron Arent I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270153.3366 I 800.444.1854
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nies with a proven track record
for meeting safety standards,
The Bush administration sees
that as a powerful tool because
it presumably would make certified suppliers more attractive to
big retailers.
In addition, regulators would
be able to concentrate on coun-i
tries and companies that don't
have a reputation for meeting
certification standards.
"We know there will be more
and more imports coming in,'7
Leavitt said."We know we need
to raise our standards, have
higher penalties, make certain
people are using best practices.'7
Another proposal calls fot
focusing resources on riskiet
products-tires, for example.4
The
Food
and
Drut
Administration, which is part
the Health and Human Servicea
Department, oversees the fel
lation of medical devices a
more than $I trillion annualit
worth of food, drugs, cosmeticA
animal feed and other products
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COMMUNITY

Director discusses events for upcoming educational week
During this week. Roundabout Murray will feature the
Director 01 Institute for International Studies, the associate
provost and special greyhound
dog ow tiers
Michael Basile, director of
the Institute for International
Students, will appear to discuss International Education
Week taking place. There will
be a photography exhibit, a
reunion, a keynote address from
the minister of telecommunications for the Government of
South Sudan, and much more.
For questions or more information
email,
studyabroadV murraystate.edu.
Also appearing is Associate
Provost, Dr. Bonnie Higginson, to discuss the new reading requirement for incoming
Murray State University freshman. MSU requires incoming
freshman to read "Something
to Declare," by Julia Alvarez
during the summer before arriving to begin their freshman
year. The university feels that
reading the same book is a

Abby and Carson. The Busbys adopted two greyhounds
from the Mid-South Greyhound
Adoption in West Memphis,
Ark. Many are destroyed when
they are unproductive racers
unless their lives take different paths such as adoption to
a toying family such as the
Busbys.
Round:11)On Murray is a
weekly 30-minute video magazine of Murray State University. Every week Jim Caner
will bring accomplishments of
the community with guests from
the local region.
Roundabout Murray airs
Tuesdays and Fridays at 6 p.m.
on MSU TV-11, on WPSD
NewsChannel 6 Sunday at midnight. Murray Electric System
Photo provided (Channel 15) Wednesday at 6
Pictured are Mike and Carolyn Busby with their two adopted p.m., on New Wave in Murray (Channel 19) on Sundays
greyhounds.
at 8 a.m.., and MediaComm
great way to mcct new II-tends system administrator at MSU serving Calloway. Graves and
and provide links among your Mid-Amenca Remote Sensing Marshall counties on Wednesfall classes.
Center, his wife, Carolyn Busby, days at 5 p.m. Also visit
The, final guest expected to national certified counselor and http://w ww.myspace.com/round
appear is Mike Busby. a GISP- their two favorite greyhounds, aboutmurray.

Murray author will have
signing for his new book
FRANKFORT. Ky. — Mur- Nixon.
ray author Kenneth Tucker will
The theme this year is
be signing his new book. A cooking and fine dining with
Kentucky Colonel in -Km* 10 cookbooks - including the
Author's Court, at the 26th 75-anniversary edition of Joy
annual Kentucky Book Fair on of Cooking and one by noted
Saturday at the downtown New York pastry chef Gina
Frankfort Convention Center.
DePalma.
.
The 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Among the featured Kenevent is free and autographed lucky authors are David Dick.
books will be sold at discount- Wendell Berry. Bobbie Ann
tat prices. There will be 180 Mason, James Archambeault,
authors and 600 titles.
George Ella Lyon and Frank
Tucker also will have his X Walker.
other new book, The Fall of
The Book Fair is Kentucky's
the House of Spade.
premier literary event and one
Tucker taught English at of the largest and oldest of its
Murray State University for 31 kind in the nation. It is sponsored by The State Journal.
years.
This year's Book Fair line- Frankfort's daily newspaper.
up includes etiquette maven and co-sponsored by the KenJudith Martin, internationallx tacky Deeartment for Libraries
into.% n as "Miss Mannits, 11Kii Archives and the ITniver
Robert Novak, the syndicated . sity Press of Kentucky.
Books are sold at 1(1 percolumnist and TV political cornmentator
who
became cent off retail pnce to the pub.
embroiled in the Valerie lic and at a 20 percent di,Plume/CIA controversy. Robin count to libraries. The profits
Givens. actress and domestic are donated to mostly school
siolence activist, and James and public libraries in Kentucky.
Reston with a behind-the-scenes Those Contributions to date
(....\ book on the famous David total more than $300.000.
Frost TV interview with Richard

Need Line lists items needed
Need Line has issued a
list of items needed to replenish the pantry for the clients.
They are salmon, tuna, beef
stew. soup, dry beans, peanut
butter, spinach, rice, instant
potatoes. oats and Jiffy corn
meal mix for the pantry: eggs
for freezer/cooler: dish liquid
and women &odornew

.111d

mcii

ant for personal hygiene and
cleaning supplies: and large
brown paper bags.
These items may be taken
to the Need Line building at
638 South Fourth St.. Murray.
between 1(1 a.m. and 4 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.
For information call 753nut

I he Stars Show the kind of
Du, You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
Positlie. Average; 2-So-so:
1 Diftkilli
ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
•*** Continue to deter as
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By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

The Calloway County Salvation Army
Service Unit is looking for volunteer bell
ringers for its annual Christmas appeal.
Kerry Lambert, head of the local unit,
said "We will be starting on Friday and
Saturday. Nov. 23 and 24, from 9 a.m. to
9 p.m. each day at Wal-Mart."
Volunteers may call Lambert at 7621274 or at 753-7265 after 5 p.m. for scheduling a time slot to volunteer. "Last year
$18,000 were raised to help needs in our
community," Lambert said.

Thanksgiving dinner planned

The third annual Thanksgiving dinner will
be held on Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 22, at
the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center, 607 Poplar
St., Murray. The dinner, sponsored by the Murray-Calloway
County Ministenal Association, will begin with a short worship service at 11 a.m. and dinner will be served from 11:30
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Everyone is welcome and there is no charge
for the dinner. For transportation to the dinner or for a delivered meal, call the Center at 753-0929 by Nov. 15. To volunteer or make a donation, call Rev. Rose Bogal-Allbritten at
293-9490.

Kappa Department to meet
Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club is scheduled to meet tonight at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Hostesses
will be Laura Dziekonski, Rosemary Graham, Cathy Mathis
and Vicky Holton,

Persons not knowing what to do with your 3-6 year old's
Halloween costumes are asked to please bring them to the
lobby of the Robert E. Johnson Theatre at Murray State University for their upcoming "Kids in The Theatre" weekend
imagination station class. For more information call Lissa
Schneider at 809-4635.
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Lions Club's auction continues
Murray/Hazel Lions Club's Television/Radio Auction will
continue tonight at 6 p.m. and continue until 9:30 p.m. through
Thursday. The simulcast will be originating from Murray high
/School Communications Studio, 501 Doran Rd.. .Murray. Students will design sets, operate camera and computer. The event
will broadcast on WNBS Radio and televised on Channel 13
or 8 depending on your provider. To bid on items call 7616000.

Temple Hill Lodge will meet tonight
Temple Hill Lodge 276 of Free and Accepted Masons will
meet tonight at 7 at the lodge hall on Ky. Hwy. 464 east of
Almo, according to Jason Prescott, master of the lodge, who
urges all Masons to attend.

Al-Anon meeting tonight
Photo provided
Carmeleta Norvell, nght, presented the program at a recent
meeting of the Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
Pictured at left is Georgeanne Sanders, Zeta member.

Norvell presents program
for Zeta Department
Carmeleta Norvell, executive
The department will meet
director of Life
Care Thursday at 2 p.m. at the club
Center, Murray. presented the house.
program at the October meetJudy Kelso will present the
ing of the Zeta Depanment of program. Norma Frank will give
the Murray Woman's Club.
the thought for the day.
She spoke on "A Home for
Members are reminded to
Life." a presentation of the bring their reports of contributions and hours of volunLife House program.
Hostesses were Barbara teer services.
Hostesses will be Betty Lou
Erwin. Neva Grey Allbntten,
Lula Bell Hodges and Aliene Farris, Frances Matarazzo and
Georgeanne Sanders.
Greene.
Houle

by Jacqueline Blear
much as you can and would like
to. You'll find that the creative
process is enhanced. Your imagination remains key to your
important decisions. Do take a
well-thought-out risk Tonight
Deter to someone else's ideas.
TAURUS (Aprli 20-May 20)
*** Getting your work, errands
or to-do list done will take as
much talent as you can muster,
Know when you have had
enough Ask a friend or associate to loin you for a walk A
change of pace might be lust
what the doctor ordered
Tonight Togetherness calls
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Instinctively you have
perhaps too many ideas for your
own benefit Sort through which
ones are applicable You might
be surprised by what emerges
Let others give you feedback It
is important Tonight Ever playful
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Loosen up some and
others will too Even if they don't,
you will feel much better than
you have in a long time Note

Salvation Army issues appeal
for volunteer bell ringers

Old Halloween costumes wanted

Horoscope
11 %ITN
BIRTHDAY for
Wednesday. Nov. 7, 2007:
his year you have a lot going
tor you. but how you choose to
use your innate talents is your
call. You will have many opportunities that will open doors.
Observe a tendency to spend too
much far too easily. You have a
very positive attitude coupled
with endless creativity, making
sou a sure-bet winner. If you are
single, you will meet many people. though the right person
might come to you mid-2008. If
you are attached. work toward a
common goal together. Your
bond will warm up as a result. In
fact, it could make your relationship slide. LIBRA reads you
sold

Murray

that you might not have all the
answers -- yet If you he back,
you could be surprised by what
heads in your direction Tonight
Happy at home
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You have more get-upand-go than
have had in
many years Think positively
about opportunities that head in
your direction Not every offer IS
a taker, but one or two might be
Return calls quickly and efficiently Tonight Hanging out is
fun
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You might want to
rethink a personal matter carefully before making the final decision Money might be an issue
that needs evaluating Someone
might be encouraging you to do
something you would prefer not
to do Tonight Claim your power
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You are feeling your
Wheaties Others know it as well
by the way you react You make
unusual headway You might
want to rethink a situation more
carefully than in the past An
error made now could have
heavy implications Tonight As
you like
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You might want to
rethink a situation more carefully What fett good before might
no longer work Slow down and
lose any compulsive attitude
you can) The results might be
excellent it you chill You might
notice a deception but don t
think that it is intentional
Tonight Think rather than act
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
you

21)
***** You might want to
rethink a decision before taking
a big plunge or leap What you
realize is lust how many options
you have By stopping, you'll get
to catch your breath and carefully think through your options
Tonight As you like
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Take your nghtful place
You deserve all the respect you
get Make sound decisions
despite an element of deception
that surrounds funds Your
instincts rarely tail you Why
would they now? Let your creativity tiounsh Tonight Others
want you to decide
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You might want to
rethink a situation one more
time You might be weanng your
rose-colored glasses Enioy the
distortion A Mend and/or meeting gives you important feedback Be more thoughtful toward
a fnend at a distance Tonight
Try new and different!
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Examine what is going
on with a partner Use your
strong sense of direction Follow
through on what you feel is the
most sensitive choice and/or
direction Others will follow your
lead Tonight A must show
BORN TODAY
Horn player Al Hirt(1922), singer
Joni Mitchell (1943), scientist
Mane Cune (1867)
•••

Jacqueline Blgar Is on the
Internet at http://www.lacquelinebigar.com.

Al-Anon will meet tonight at 7:30 at First United Methodist
Church. Please enter from the southside rear door located near
the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Bingo planned tonight
The Knights of Columbus will sponsor Bingo tonight from
6:30 to 9 at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray. Funds
from the Bingo help support local, national and international
charities. For more information call 293-7061.

TOPS Group will meet
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet today at 5 at First
Christian Church fellowship hall, I 1 1 North Fifth St. Weighin will be from 5 to 5:30. For information call Tracey at 2275874.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet tonight at 7 at the Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat at 4892909 or Mike at 753-9127.

Heating program sign up will start
The sign up period for the heating assistance by the West
Kentucky Allied Services' Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program will continue through Dec. 14 at the office at
607 Poplar St., Suite C. For more information call 753-0908.
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Sunshiners group will meet
Sunshiners Church Women's Group will meet Wednesday at
2:30 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church. This will include sewing and fellowship.

Fire-Rescue lists fundraiser
Calloway County Fire-Rescue's only county-wide fundraiser
is going on at this time. Tim Manning said "we do not solicit by phone, only by the mailout we send out and for questions call 753-4112."

Angel Alert issued
An Angel Alert for two dressers for a single parent family of three has been issued by the Calloway County Family
Resource Center. Anyone having any to donate call 762-7333.

Donations needed for upkeep
Donations are needed for the upkeep and maintenance of
the Green Plain Cemetery. They may be mailed to Mary White,
secretary-treasurer, at 1688 Green Plain Ed.. Hazel, KY 42049
or call her at 492-8419.

Travel baseball team plans promotion
The Murray Diamond Dawgs. a newly formed 10-under
travel baseball team. coached by Kevin Lamb. Alan Gibbs,
Ronnie Gibson and Sean Kelley has a Holiday Wreath sale
promotion to raise funds for the team. For information call
226-8155 or 762-1998.

Homemakers continue promotion
Calloway County Homemakers are continuing with their
16th annual poinsettia sale. It will close on Nov. 16, according to Judy Stahler. sales chairman. This year the Calloway
County Band Boosters are helping with the sale. Orders will
be taken for the poinsettias which will arrive in Murray and
be ready to be delivered or picked up on Thursday. Nov. 29,
at the First United Methodist Church Family Life Center. For
more information call Stahler at 753-7387 or the county extension office at 753-1452.
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Westlake Chemical
Corp. announces
scholarship program
Chemical
Westlake
Corporation located in Calvert
City will award two college
scholarships for the 2008-2009
academic year at each of 13 area
high schools. Those schools
include Calloway, Christian
Fellowship, Graves, Heath,
Livingston, Lone Oak, Lyon,
Marshall, Mayfield, Murray,
Paducah Tilghman, Reidland
and St. Mary. Each scholarship
award is a one-time grant of
$1,000 to help cover the cost of
higher education. Eligible applicants must plan to major in
Engineering at an accredited
institution of higher learning.
According to Gary Shemwell,
plant manager,"It is very important to our local communities
and industry that we encourage
our high school students to enter
the technical field of engineering. The demand for engineers
and technical professionals will
continue to grow due to baby

it from
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iational

it First
Weighat 227-
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AssisThee at
3-0908.

ties."
Scholarship applications will
be available at the designated
high schools in January of 2008.
Chemical
Westlake
Corporation is a manufacturer
and supplier of petrochemicals,
polymers and falecated products with headquarters in
Houston, Texas. The company's
range of products includes ethylene, polyethylene, styrene,
propylene, caustic, VCM, PVC
pipe, windows and fencing. For
more information, visit the comat
site
Web
pany's
http://www.westlake.com.

Lincoln bicentennial
speech contest planned
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The tennial on Tuesday, February
Abraham Lincoln Birthplace 12, 2008.
Applications, guidelines and
National Historic Site is sponsoring a statewide middle and resource materials are available
high school speech contest in on the park's Web site at
honor of the kick-off event for http://www.nps.gov/abli or by
the bicentennial commemora- calling Stephen Brown, education of Lincoln's birth. This ton specialist, at 270-35873137.
be
event is free and open 'lb '1111' kAppyitgAtim I
Kentucky 'middle add high obtained by.writing to the park
school students and will provide at the following address:
a challenge in developing, Abraham Lincoln Birthplace
organizing, and communicating National Historic Site, 2995
ideas related to the life and Lincoln
Road,
Farm
times of Abraham Lincoln. Hodgenville, KY 42748.
Students will use critical thinkMiddle and high school stuing, independent research, and dents in all public, private,
proper speech to compete for parochial and charter schools in
cash prizes. Contestants will be Kentucky are eligible to particijudged on originality, accuracy,
pate. Home-schooled students
and presentation. Speeches are
are also welcome. Schools
limited to 15 minutes.
choosing to participate are
middle
for
Competition
encouraged to select up to three
school students will take place
contestants through an intemal
in
2008
on February 2.
competition for the final compeHodgenville. Competition for
tition in Hodgenville.
take
will
students
high school
Prizes of $300, $200 and
place on February 9, 2008, also
will be awarded for first,
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of
winners
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high school compeand
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Here's How It's Done

boomer retirements and industrial growth and we must be prepared to meet the demand. In
granting a total of 26 local
scholarships, Westlake is providing financial support for students to reach their academic
goals and hopefully helping to
prepare future engineers that
will benefit our local communi-
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with Coursey,
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CHAPTER 9
I have
Hi, fellow Americans. It is a gorgeous day and
see, mom,
never been more proud to be an American. You
Cemedad, Chloe and I are standing in Arlington National
Arlington
tery. As with the other places in Washington, D.C.,
maps
National Cemetery has a Visitor's Center that offered
places that
and guidebooks. Chloe and I knew from Previous
We sat on
the brochures helped us learn lots of information.
about this hisa bench outside the cemetery reading the facts
we needed
torical burial place. Mom and Dad explained that
of the
to remain quiet and respectful while on the grounds
and ask our
ion
informat
the
read
to
needed
We
.
cemetery
questions before we entered.
outside of
Arlington is located in Arlington, Virginia -just
600 acres,
D.C. - across from the Potomac River. More than
men and
it's the burial place of more than 300,000 service
famous
women from all of our nation's wars, as well as other
Kennedy.
Americans such as President Taft and President
a serv"What's a serviceman?" I asked. Dad explained that
or
military
the
in
was
who
anybody
was
iceman or woman
Navy, Air
armed forces. "It would be someone in the Army,
our country.
Force, Marines and Coast Guard. They protect
gain freedom
Remember when the Colonists had to fight to
needed a milfrom Britain? Well, the colonists realized they
military was
first
the
when
is
That
them.
protect
to
itary
are about
there
today
that
us
tell
to
on
went
started." Dad
the world
500,000 servicemen and women stationed all around
protecting our freedom.
every single
"Puppies," Mom said. "Do you realize that
for our freeperson buried in this cemetery paid the price
so that we
dom? They actually gave their lives and died
I was
once,
For
earth."
on
country
greatest
the
in
could live
y loved
at a loss for words. I couldn't imagine that somebod
s. Sure, my
me enough to fight for my rights and freedom
me! These solparents and siblings loved me, but they knew
enough about
diers didn't even know my name, yet they cared
to America. "One
lives
their
dedicate
to
me
and
country
our
Dad said. "Pay
more thing before we enter the cemetery,"
I opened my
s."
Unknown
the
of
Tomb
the
to
special attention
me to the quesmouth to ask, but was glad when Chloe beat
the Tomb of the
tion. "I don't understand, daddy. What is
it is a monument
Unknowns?" she asked. Dad explained that
soldiers who died
in the cemetery dedicated to the AMCfiCall
is when I saw
without their remains being identified. That
Chloe's first tear.
. We walked
We quietly entered Arlington to pay our respects
I was sure
along, not saying a word to each other, though
- that living in
we were all thinking the very same thing
the Tomb of the
Amenca was a privilege. As we approached
had explained
Dad
tomb.
the
ng
protecti
guards
saw
I
Unknowns
days a week,
seven
hours,
24
guarded
is
tomb
earlier that the
we saw the words
no matter the weather. As we approached,
In Honored Glory
inscribed on the tombstone - "Here Rests
An American Soldier Known But To God"
n pride I had
As we left the cemetery. I felt an America

. Chloe
never felt before. Once we were outside the cemetery
saw a miland I promised each other that the next time we
"See
itary person, we were going to stop and say thanks.
true patriWoody,- Dad said, "Already you are thinking like a
ot!" I smiled!
Maybe
Leaving the cemetery. I felt the need to go home.
n. 1 couldit was the somberness in my heart from Arlingto
after all we
n't put my paw on it. I didn't feel tired, even
long we had been
had seen. Fact is, 1 didn't even know how
g to Kengone, but I asked Dad when we would be returnin
dad said.
state,"
s
Bluegras
the
to
back
head
we
"Before
tucky.
visit."
to
have
we
place
t
importan
very
more
one
"There is
wait to find
One more place? Where could it be? I can't
and work and
out. In the meantime, thank a military person,
dream like a big dog!
Woody, a It a Mr. Dogwood
KPA for
Thanks to LG&E/KU both EON companies and
Kentucky Secrethe
to
Thanks
.
possible
project
this
making
For podcast
tary of State for sponsoring the new podcast.
ress.com.
and questions and activities go online to www.kyp
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COMICS/ FEATURES
Client wishes hairdresser
would cut short tale of woe

6A •llseadsy, November 6, 2007

Wilde,Back
10 years ago
Bob Jackson of Murray was
elected as state senator in the General Election He will serve the
remaining three years of the term
of Jeff Green who died of a
heart attack In September
Emily Thomas. SCIII.ff at (allow ay County High School. was
named 1997 Outstanding Environmental Educator by the Kentucky Association for Environmental Education at a meeting
held at the National Bridge State
Park at Slade
Murray State University Racers lost 116-11 in overtime in a
football game with Tennessee
Tech at Cookeville. Tenn
20 years ago
Oahe Caldwell N.V. named
as Outstanding Ag Alu lllll us by
the Agriculture Alumni Assiiciation of Murray State University
'The seventh annual Antique
Show and Sale will be Nov. 14
at the Murray High School cornmoos area Profits from the sale
will go to support the Murray
Band program
Births reported include a girl
to Man and David Wilcox, Oct.
30, a boy tolCrmnie and Walter Stalls. Nos I, a boy to Claudia and David Fulks. Nov. 2; a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Mark F.
Herndon. Nov. 3.

Easley, Oct. 7; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Larry McGuire, Oct. 8: a
buy to Mr. and Mn. Jeff Clayton. Oct. 9; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs Kenneth Crews, Oct. II

40 years ago
Sgt. Gary L Yuill is now stationed at Shaw Air Force Base,
Sumter. S.C. His wife is the former Margaret Tucker of Kirksey
Three members of the Murray High School Football Team
were named to the All West Kentucky Conference Football Team.
They were David Wall. Bill Heise
and Don Shelton.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr and Mrs. Keith Ross. Oct.
26

50 years ago
Only 1.619 votes were cast
in the general election in Calloway County on Nov. 5. Locals
elected were Holmes Ellis. Murray mayor; M.C. Ellis. Phillip
D. Mitchell. Alfred II. Young.
William C. Adams. Burl E. Stalls.
Eli Guy Spann, Frank Lancaster. Richard Tuck, Merritt G.
Marine, Don Grogan and Paul
Perdue, Murray City Council,
Grover Wade, W.P. Russell, J.L.
Mayor. J.B. Dover. Ed M. Maddox and H.V. Paschall, Hazel
City Council.

30 years ago
Johnny McDougal. director of
financial aid at Murray State
Urnversn. is one of two Kentuckians named by the Federal
Art Application Review Panel of
Southeastern Regional Office of
the United States Office of Education, Atlanta, Ga.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs Ronnie Allen.
Sept. 27, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles E Clayton, Sept. 30. a
buy to Mr and Mrs. Donnie

60 years ago
Pfc. Robert J. Moser was one
of 30 graduates who completed
the four weeks leader course of
the Third Army at Fort Knox.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
W.B. Moser of Murray.
Prof. A Caftnall 01 the department of agriculture at Murray
State College said -the college
farm is getting the highest production that it ever as from the
410 pullets who are laying about
15 doten eggs per day or 105
doten a week.-

he Awniated Press
tido is luesday. Nov 6. the
310th day of 2007 Ehere are 55
days left in the year This is FIccnon Day.
Today 's Highlight in flisiery
On Nos 6. I 1160. former Illinois congressman Abraham Lincoln defeated three other candidates
for the presidency John Breckmndge. John Bell and Stephen
glas
On this date
In 1861. Oink-iterate President
I
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Swollen anldes
make travel painful

If your testing comes back
DEAR DR.GOTT: My probI go to get my hair
normal and the above measures
I
if
and,
ankles,
swollen
is
lem
hear
done and relax -- not to
doctor may
take a plane trip, the swelling do not help, your
her nusery. I am now thinkchoose to put you on a diuretMy
knee.
my
to
up
almost
goes
ing about taking my business
there is
foot, ankle and knee remain very ic (water pill). While can be
elsewhere. My husband agrees,
no cure for edema, it
days.
10
to
week
a
for
painful
and so does my daughter (a
All my doctors can give for treated.
psychologist). But our son, a
DEAR DR. GOTT: Regard-'
helpful
businessman, disagrees. He says
sugar diet,
advice is to tog your no flour, no
if Natasha gives good service,
you must be asking yourself,
wear support
'no'
why not be like a bartender
stockings, "What as at about the word
and listen to her troubles'?
are that people do not understand"?
which
My husband thinks Natasha
Nevertheless, I would like to
made for this
is getting ready to ask me to
know what you think about two
problem and
being
bail her out. I don't want to
are no help different products, the first
be put in that position. She's
Ezekiel bread, which is found
at all!
the type who, if her money
DEAR in the health section of the groproblems were wiped out today,
READER: cery store. According to its label.
would be back tomorrow. That's
Before rec- Ezekiel bread is made from
no
what has happened all along.
ommending sprouted grain and contains
By
She's a tine hairdresser; she
specific ther- flour. The second product I'd
Dr. Peter Gott apy for your like your input on is spelt. The
just has poor business judgproduct refers to it
ment. What's the best way to
edema (abnormal fluid reten- label on the
spelt flour, and
get out of this sticky situation), I'd have to know the as whole-grain
label, I assume'
tion'? -- DROWNING IN HER
cause. Dependent edema (in the so, based on the
for anyone
SORROWS
lower extremities) can be relat- it is not acceptable
DEAR DROWNING: If ed to heart disorders, kidney choosing to follow your diet.
DEAR READER: Sprouted
disease, venous blood clots and
Natasha is in the kind of hot
substitute for flour
other factors. If your doctor has grain is a good
water you have described, your
recommend its
simply recommended elastic in bread. I often
problem may resolve itself. An
use in place of regular bread. I
stockings and has not tested
employer who fails to pay her
taste and
you, an internal-medicine special- find it has a better
employees their wages (or the
to most flour
ist should become involved. At texture compared
government its withholding
breads.
the very least, you need an ultrataxes) usually does not stay
Spelt is flour, a no-no, so
sound scan of your leg and
in business. In fact, she could
in assuming it
pelvic veins, simple blood tests you are correct
wind up doing hair in Cell
and a is not allowed.
kidneys
your
check
to
Nine.
Block
For more information regardheart test to check the efficienWith that in mind, you have
ing my diet, including recipes,
heartbeats.
your
of
cy
to
is
two choices: The first
In the meantime, I recommend food lists, etc., I recommend
tell Natasha in plain English
you purchase my book "Dr.
you quit smoking if you
that
that you come to her not only
salt Gott's No Flour, No Sugar Diet."
and
alcohol
your
reduce
do,
for her talents, but also to
It is available in most bookintakes, and do not sit or stand
relax. Therefore, she should
at
online
or
for more stores
position
stationary
a
in
no longer stress you out by
www.amazon.com. My newest
hour at a time. Stretchan
than
giving you an ongoing comNo
ing and walking can help the book "Dr. Gott's No Flour,
mentary about the state of her
Sugar Cook Book" will be out
blood start flowing properly
find
to
is
second
finances. The
in January 2008.
again.
another hairdresser -- which,
if Natasha is as poor a busihave
you
as
nesswoman
Moyne was assassinated in CilltD,
described, you may have to
Egypt. by members of the Zioneventually do anyway.
South led a club to the ien, taken by
West dealer.
•..
ist Stern gang.
East's queen. Back came the eight of
Last-West vulnerable.
hearts, declarer's queen losing to the
In 1956, President Dwight D.
NORTH
DEAR ABBY: 1 am a
and South still had to lose a
king,
re-election.
won
•Q 10 7 5 4
Eisenhower
teenage boy. soon to be 18. I
club trick for down one.
V7 5
defeating Democrat Adlai E.
and
syndrome,
have Asperger's
Declarer was, of course, unlucky :
•A 9
Stevenson.
to lose both the heart and club
special ed. I currently
103
in
J
I'm
+K
Hooks
L.
Benjamin
In 1976,
finesses, but, even so, it must be
EAST
WEST
have a learner's permit and
was chosen to be the new execnoted that he did not play his cards to
+62
•A
have been looking forward to
utive director of the National Assobest advantage.
118 6 2
tIP K J 9 3
driving. I have been practicHis counterpart at the second ciation for the Advancement of Col•K 8 7 4
•Q 10 6 5 3 2
table also got a diamond lead against
•AQ65
ing for a long time, and I still
ored People. succeeding Roy
+94
four spades, but made the contract.
SOUTH
Wilkins
have great difficulty.
He varied the play more than slightly
*K1983
always
is
who
mother,
My
by rutting a diamond at trick two
•A
gets
drive,
!
when
car
in the
before leading a trump to West's ace.
befause
West was then faced with a difficult
panics
and
frustrated
+872
decisiini
t make so manyinislakeS: She The Fading'
He had to choose between returnSouth
East
North
West
is not very confident in me
ing a heart or a club, since a diamond
I•
Pass
Pass
Pass
and thinks I have not made
return would yield a rough-and4*
Pass
discard. West realized that if his partany progress in my driving
Opening lead -- Ilse of diamonds.
A-10-x•K-x-x-x • •
ner held•x-x
There are many tricks of the
skills. She has told mc to just
trade that can give a farsighted •Q-x-x-x, a low heart return would
give up and find some other
the condeclarer a better chance of achieving offer the best chance to stop
way to transport myself. I realeventually
tract, as declarer would
the best possible result in a given
have to guess how to play the clubs.
ly want to be able to use a
hand. For example, take this deal
x-x-x
But if East held • x-x
DRI-match.
do?
I
from a team-of-four
car. What should
a club
At the first table,the bidding went • K-x-x•x•A-Q-x-x, only
VEN MAD IN NEW JERSEY
. •
out
satisfactorily
work
would
return
shown, South arriving quickly at
DEAR DRIVEN MAD: as
Faced with this dilemma, West
four spades. West led his fourth-best
You should practice, practice. diamond, taken by the ace, on which chose to lead a low heart instead of a
contract.
practice -- preferably with a
Last signaled with the eight. Declarer club. handing South the
table in
then played a low trump to his king, Declarer's foresight at this
licensed adult driver who won't
at trick
won by West with the ace. West electing to ruff a diamond
panic when you make a misthus creating a chance for the
returned a diamond to Last's king, two
-- paid
on
later
wrong
go
to
defense
take. But if that's not possiwhich declarer ruffed.
ble, then you should enlist the
After cashing the jack of trumps, maximum dividends in the end.
help of a professional driving
Tomorrow: I he Rule of Eleven.
instructor.

DEAR ABBY:

My hairdresser, 'Natasha," owns the
shop where I have had my
hair done for more than I
years. I love the way she does
my hair.
Natasha obliges me when I
can't come for my regular
appointment, and I
am always
generous
with my tip.
The problem
is, she can't
handle
money.
Because I'm
a longtime
customer,
Natasha
By Abigail
feels she can
Van Buren
tell me her
money troubles. Every time
I'm there, it's a steady stream
of woe. Over the years I have
seen her jump into one harebrained scheme after another,
losing thousands along with
way. She's always in trouble
with the bank, creditors, etc.
Natasha's latest problem is
that her credit cards are all
maxed out, and she can't afford
her home or meet her payroll.
I have gently tned explaining
that her employees must be
paid regardless, because they,
too, have obligations. I have
also urged her to meet with
her bank manager, get counseling help, and contact the
credit card companies to
arrange payments. So far, she
has not taken my advice, and
her sad tales continue to unfold.

Dr. Gott
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Jefferson Davis was elected to a
six-year term of office.
In 1906. Republican (*harks
Evans Hughes was elected governor if New York, defeating newspaper publisher William Randolph
Hearst
In 1928, in a first, the results
if Herbert Hoover's election s :curry over Democrat Alfred E.
Smith were flashed omit an electric wraparound sign on the New
York limes building.
In 1944. British official lord
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1 Lhasa —
5 Toothy smile
9 Farm structure
12 Ward off
13 Import vehicle
14 Dazzle
15 Go crowding in
17 Mold contents
19 Removes water
21 Earns
22 Lowers
the lights
24 Id est briefly
25 Gave dinner
26 Historical period
27 Man and wife
29 Snort
of surprise
31 Paint container
32 Apt plus
33 T acks for
short
34 Ti uana aunt
35 Sunflower st
36 C ater Lake
locale
38 F itz to himself

39 Explorers
sketch
40 Baseball assn
41 Inquires
42 Mormons
home
44 Banana treats
46 Shogun's
warriors
48 Jewelers lens
51 LAX info
52 Type of eagle
54 Shortfall
55 German article
56 Nasty remarks
57 Observe
DOWN
Near the stern
2 Part of mpg
3 He may wear a
scarf
4 Hounds clues
5 Tenn neighbor
6 Mountainous
7 Time to beware
8 Not even one
9 Jaded

Answer to,Previous Puzzle
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10 Tease
11 Longings
16 Mathematical
symbol
18 Like prime
steak

20 Female
relative
22 Ships floor
23 Keogh
relatives
25 Plant with
fronds
27 Lumber flaw
28 Amusing
29 Hayseed
30 Long sighs
34 Purse items
36 Molokai
neighbor
37 Slack-jawed
39 Half the par
ents
41 Set right
42 Pre-owned
43 Bye in Bristol
(hyph
44 Rani s wear
45 Prairie St
47 Barn color
49 Kind of rally
50 Ben 8 Jerry
nval
53 Einsteinium
symbol
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Griffin's concerns surpass return trip to Martin
EmmARur's PERFORMANCE SKIS SCHOOL RECORD,
HONORED AS OVC OFFENSIVE & NEWCOMER OF THE WEEK
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
Matt Griffin classified Saturday's showdown at the University of Tennessee-Martin as
being no different than any other
game.
The back story to that is
the fact that this will be Griffin's first return trip to the
school where in three short years
he turned a downtrodden football team into a playoff caliber program.
When Griffin left the Skyhawks in the winter of 2005,
they were a 6-5 team and posted the school's first winning
record since 1993.
That same season, Griffin
was named the Tennessee Sports
Writers Association College
Football Coach of the Year and
was 1 of 16 finalists for the
Sports Network's Eddie Robinson Coach of the Year Award.
Now in his second season
at Murray State, he's trying to
do the same job he did at
Martin and having very similar results.
And by the way things went
for Griffin and company Sat-

urday night in Nashville, it's
Next Game
evident he's got more on his
Murray State at Treelable•Aattiel
plate to worry about than a
When. Saturday Noon
Where Madly Graham Stadium
return trip to west Tennessee.
Series Record: MSU leads 31-11-1
The Racer defense was ravLest Meeting: LITM 42, MSU 14 (2006)
aged for 280 rushing yards, First Meeting: 1927
Streak: MSU has lost two straght to
while the special teams allowed
the Skyhawks
a 77-yard punt return and there
In Martin: MSU a 15-6-0
was a 71-yard interception
In Murray: MSU is 18-5-1
returned to the house at L.P. Grtffin vs. LITA: 0-1-0
Field.
Those two big plays came by the play of our defensive
in the first quarter alone when line."
The porous play by the
MSU found themselves down
21-0 before the Racers could defense overshadows a recordeven catch their collective setting day by Jeff Ehrhardt.
The freshman redshirt quarbreath.
What followed was a catch- terback set an MSU record for
up game that wasn't suited for completions in a game. He was
36-of-46 for 330 yards and two
MSU, as they fell 42-28.
After reviewing tape of Sat- touchdowns through the air and
urday's game, the biggest thing also carried the ball 30 times
that stood out came from the for 104 yards and another score.
The 300/100 performance
very onset.
"We didn't come out of the was the first by an OVC quargate ready to play," Griffin terback since the 2004 season
said. "I'll take that one on me. when Ray Nelson at Samford
Defensively, overall, I'm very turned the trick and only the
disappointed with the way we fifth such performance in FCS
played. We missed tackles, we football nationwide this seamissed assignments. We have son.
The
performance
was
defensive lineman going the
wrong way. I'm disheartened Ehrhardt's second straight 300-

Eastern Kentucky
Eastern Illinois
Jacksonville State
Austin Peay
Tennessee State
Samford
Tennessee-Martin
Tennessee Tech
Murray State
SEMO

(7-2)
(6-3)
(6-3)
(6-3)
(4-5)
(4-5)
(2-7)
(4-6)
(2-7)
(2-7)

&aurae vs Tennis's Saw „
eases
Murray Stale at Tenneteelle-Martin
Jacksonville State vs Eastern Illinois
Austin Peay vs Eastern Kentucky
SEMO at M.soun Stale

yard performance and he
increased his OVC-leading
touchdown pass total to 18.
For his efforts, the 6-foot4, 210-pound product out of
St. Louis, Mo., was named
Offensive Player of the Week
and earned OVC Newcomer of
the Week for the second straight
week.
But still, for Griffin, the
head scratcher for him is how

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
Jeff Ehrhardt threw for over 300 yards, rushed for 100
yards and set a Murray State record for completions Saturday in a loss to Tennessee State.

MEMPHIS 102 TENNESSEE-MARTIN 71
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Blossoming Rose
MEMPHIS. Tenn. (AP) — The Memphis Tigers just got more dangerous.
As if returning all five starters from 4
team that went to a second straight NCAA
tournament regional final wasn't enough,
highly touted freshman guard Derrick Rose
stole the show in his first collegiate game.
Rose had 17 points, six rebounds and
five assists as No. 3 Memphis beat Tennessee-Martin 102-71 on Monday night in
the 2K Sports College Hoops Classic.
After 25 minutes, Rose looked a prime
candidate to follow in the footsteps of
recent
impact
2K Sports cottage
freshmen such as
Hoops Classic
Greg Oden and
MEMPHIS RESIONAl.
Monday's first-round games Kevin Durant.
Richmond 44, Maine 42
"And that was
Memphis 102, Tennesseejust
his first
Martin 71
game," Memphis
tE1011670111ES/01141
guard Chris DouToday's first-round games
glas-Roberts said.
Gardner-Webb vs Alabama
"Imagine what he
A&M 3 p m
Kentucky vs Central Arkansas can do in a few
6pm
months"
Rose's teamSUNS Mesa)SEMIMAL
Wednesday's first-round
mates told him
games
Sunday that he
Buffalo vs Ohio Valley. 3 p m
Connecticut vs Morgan State. might not be able
Spin
to sleep in anticipation of his first
01011MAL 10144) NECIONal
game. Rose said
Thursday a first-round
games
he fell asleep in
Derieer vs East Central
the team hotel
Oklahoma 4 30 p m
Oklahoma vs San Francisco 7 when his head hit
P
the pillow.
Nervous?
Hardly.
Rose looked like a tested senior. going
8-for-l6 from the field with four dunks,
bringing the 16,555 fans at FedExForum
to their feet cheering each time. He also
had a block on a breakaway in the first
half that sent coach John Calipari out of
his chair and invigorated the Tigers' bench.
"When we were dying, he scored," Calipari said. "We were dying, he blocks a
shot. We were dying, he goes in there
and makes a play."
Rose gave his college debut a 'C,'
although he graded his dance class earlier in the day as an 'A-plus.'
"I still think I can do better," Rose
said.
He put plenty of moves on the Skyhawks.
"He does things that a lot of people
haven't seen." Douglas-Roberts said. "He
deserves all the credit. It's crazy to think
that was his first game."
After Tennessee-Martin took a 23-19
lead nine minutes into the game, it was
Rose who took charge and calmed an
erratic Tigers offense. Rose had 10 points
to lead an 18-1 run and help Memphis

ED REINKE / AP
New Kentucky coach Billy Gillispie paces on the sideline of the Rupp Arena court prior to his team's exhibition basketball game against Pikeville College in Lexington last Wednesday.

This one's
for real
GILLISPIE ERA COUNTS
TONIGHT WHEN UK PLAYS HOST
TO CENTRAL ARKANSAS

Tennessee Martin guard Lester Hudson, top,
Allen (15) in the first half Monday in Memj
pull away to a 49-36 halftime lead.
"Fastest point guard I've ever played
against," Skyhawks guard Lester Hudson
said.
.
Calipari said Rose might be the player Memphis needs this year to push them
into the Final Four, although he may only
have him for a year.
"You need to have a guy, that when
the game is on the line, he can just dog
the other guys and do whatever he wants
when he wants,- Calipari said. "He can
do that."
The only other newcomer on the Memphis roster was also impressive.
Shawn Taggart, a transfer from Iowa
State, started in place of injured forward
Joey Dorsey and finished with 15 rebounds.

No. 3 MEMPHIS 102. TENN.-MARTIN 71
TENN.-MARTIN (0-1)
Robinson 2-16 3-7 7, Hay It 0-02. VVnght 2-9 0-0 4.
Weddle 2-14 2-2 8. Hudson 12-25 4-4 35, Rieciewaid
0-2 1-2 1, Simmons 0-0 0-00, Pearson 1-5 1-53.
Bailey 1-1 0-03. lranszabal 3-4 2-28. Wilkins 0-0 0-0
0 Totals 24-77 13-22 71
MEMPHIS(14)
Taggarl 2-5 34 7. Dozier 4-8 2-4 10, Douglas-flattens
9-16 8-12 26. Anderson 4-10 2-3 11, Rose 8-16 0-0
17. Kemp 3-6 1-2 10, Niles 1-1 0-0 2. Allen 2-7 0-0 5
Mack 4-12 1-2 12, McGrady 0-0 0-2 0, Robinson 0-2
0-00, Bailey 0-0 0-0 0 Totals 37-83 17-29 102
Halftime—Memphis 49-36 34Dolrit Goats—TentsMarlin 10-37(Hudson 7-13. Weddle 2-13, Bailey 1-1.
Wright 0-3, Robinson 0-7). Memphis 11-35 (Kemp 3-6,
Mack 3-6. 0ouglas-RoCerts 2-4, Allen 1-3, Rose 1-5,
Anderson 1-6, Robinson 0-1, Dozier 0-2) Fouled
Out—None Rebounds—Tenn -Marlin 47(Hudson
10). Memphis 56(Taggart 15) Assists—Tenn.-Martin
16 (Weddle. Wright 4). Memphis 23(Anderson 7)
Total Fouls—Tenn -Martin 22. Memphis 21 A16,555

(ASSOCiATED PRESS) — Central Arkansas will find out
right away how it measures up against one of the nation's
top basketball programs.
The Bears open their season at No. 20 Kentucky on
Tuesday night. The teams are part of the Lexington Regional of the 2K Sports College Hoops Classic benefiting Coaches vs. Cancer. The other teams in the Lexington Regional
are Gardner-Webb and Alabama A&M.
The Central Arkansas-Kentucky game will be the Wildcats' first under new coach Billy Gillispie.
"When you look at the atmosphere we're about to go
into, which looks like it could be a Final Four, Super Bowltype atmosphere, it doesn't do anything but focus the guys,"
Bears coach Rand Chappell said last month.
Oklahoma, Connecticut and Memphis are also in the tournament.
After this high-profile trip, Central Arkansas will eventually settle back into its Southland Conference schedule. The
Bears went 10-20 — 4-12 in Southland play — in 200607, their first season in Division I.
Central Arkansas returns three starters, forward Durrell
Nevels and guards Marcus Pillow and Nate Bowie. All three
averaged more than 10 points per game last season.
Brian Marks. a 6-foot-9 junior college transfer, is expected to provide some size. The 6-foot-6 Nevels blocked a
school-record 99 shots last season. He was the only Central Arkansas player to start all 30 games.
"You expect the returning players to be solid and know
what you're doing, and they do." Chappell said. "I think
the newcomers, particularly the junior college guys, have
given us an increased talent level."
The Bears were picked fifth in the six-team East Division by Southland coaches.
"We feel like we're going to be an improved team and
we think we have a chance to compete in the league this
year, with anybody in it," Chappell said. "At the same time,
when you examine the other teams, most all of them have
three or four starters coming hack and look like they are
on the upswing. I think it's going to be a very good year
for the Southland Conference."
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Summer 8-Ball League concludes
Breaktirne Billiards just finished their
sufflftler 8-8411 League First place in the
overall scoring Was the team of Brandon
Underhill. James Pendergrass and Joe
Decimal Second place honors went to
the (cam ol Debbie Shan. Shane Phillips.
Billie BaizeII and Ryan Sanders. Third
place in the overall scoring went to Sabrina Ramsey. James Kline and David
Wallet).
In the finals of the tournament, first
place was won by Debbie Stom's team
with Shane Phillips, Billie BaizeII and
Ryan Sanders. Second place honor was
Brandon Underhill's team with James Pendergrass and Joe Deerman. Third place
in the tournament went to Scott Adams'
team with Chuck Harrell and Ken Adams.
High shooter with best overall average

Haverstock Insurance Agency

LOUISVILLE Ky (API
The lop Mame
in Me Kentucky Assocralod Press h5
school frxrtball polls with Wm-place
votes record,
. Intel porn% and previous
rankings
Class IA
Rank-School
FPV Rcd TP Nis
1 Hazard
111)10-0 140
3
2 Beachwood
1
1,11 8-2 137
3 Frankfort
• 8-2 117
2
1. Fulton City
• 8-1101
6
Le. Christian
7-3 78
4
6 Peewee
• 7-3 77
7
7. Mayfield
- 7-3 el
8 Dayton
8-2 49
5
9 Cumberland
• 7-3 27
10 loci Holy Cross
5-5 16
10
Other* receiving votes: II Raceland
10 12 Bellevue 3 13. Faxview 2

weni itt Shone

Vhdlips. Most improved

Deer-man f-all fi-Ball League will be starting soon Contact MK: at 759-9303.

Harris, Jasper out for opener
against Central Arkansas
LEXINGTON. Ky. IAP) - Kentucky forward Ramon Harris is out Indefinitely after injuring his left foot in an ethihition game on Saturday.
Hams. who started hoth of the Wildcats' exhibition games, injured the toot during the team's
132-63 victory against Seattle. An MRI on Sunday revealed the stress fracture.
The 20th-ranked Wildcats open the season
.10e54111.
3 night against Central Arkansas in the

opening round of the 2K
Classic at Rupp Arena.

Sports

College Hoops

Harris played ‘sparingly after joining the team
last December appearing in 12 games.
Sophomore point guard Derrick Jasper remains
sidelined while recovertng from inicrofracture
knee surgery during the offseason. He was cleared
to practice in October. but there is no timetable
for his return.

Rank-School
FPV Red TP Pvs
1 Newport Cot Calls11519-1150
1
2 Corbm
• 9-1 128
2
3 Gmen Co
.10-0 111
3
4 Gartner,
-8-2103
5
5 Fon Campbell
8 2 102
a
6 Glasgow
112 62
8
7 Middlesboro
7 3 02
10
• Pres1onstkag
7-3 34
6
9. Caldwell Co.
7-3 26
7
10 Metcalfe Co
82
Others receiving VOtes Ii Il,•
19 12, Trigg Co. 15. 13
Catholk. 5 4 IOU Christian Academy
•

Sunday's Games
Detroit 44 Denver 7
Tennessee 20 Carolina 7
Minnesota 35 San Diego 17
Washington 23 N Y Jets 20 OT
Atlanta 20. San Francisco 16
Buffalo 33 Cincrnnati 21
New Orleans 41 Jacksonville 24
Green Bay 33 Kansas Crty 22
Tampa Bay 17 Arizona 10
Cleveland 33 Seattle 30 07
Houston 24 Oakland 17
New England 24 Indianapolis 20
Dallas 38. Philadelphra 17
Open Miami N Y Giants Chicago St
Louis
Monday's Game
Pittsburgh 38 Baltimore 7

Close 44
Rank-School
FPV Rod TP Pvs
1 Bes Co
113110-0 148
2 le. CathONC
) 8.2 129
2
3. Lone Oak
(1)104 121
3
• F ranklon CO
- 82104
4
5 Warren East
• 8-2 90
6
6 HatreraxICO
7
7 3 56
7 Lou Valley• 8-2 48
8
8 Marron Co
62 44
5
9 Bullin
Ir 31
9
IQ I • 1
I 22
Others receiving votes I Boyle(
ifr 12. Calloway Co
Nunn

isn't ready to be relegated to spoiler status just
yet.
Heading into Thursday's
game at No. 6 West Virginia,
the Cardinals think there's still
time to save a disappointing seaLouisville

son.
Both Murray High cross country squads advanced to the state meet to be held in
Lexington Saturday Back row, lett to right, Assistant Coach David Balthrop, Steven
Speed. Michael Orr. Chase Dame)), Ryan Miller, Ryan Greer, Kullen Balthrop, Paul
Gong, Jacob Thiede. Front row, left to right, Kim Jones, Andrea
Provine, Katie
Bloomer, Selina LaJaret. Amanda McDonald, Alex Nance, Heatherly Paschall,
Head
(Very front row) Murray High principal Teresa Speed.

Coach Amanda Lough

not asking

Calloway County cross country squads qualified for state at the Class
3A RegionFront row, from left to right: Takina Scott, Kristen

al in Madisonville Saturday

Karra Jones, Tatum Dale. Megan Summers. Jennifer Vincent.
Kelsey Gray. Back
Jonathan Washburn, Welsy Cook, Ryan Thurman. Colby Fox, Josh
Lee. Daniel Hopkins. Not pictured
Colin Horwood. Standing, left to right: Coach
Michael Pritchard. Head Coach Keith Jared, Coach Susan
Williams
row, left to right

Kumho

23.5165R18
225/55R16
215/40R17
215/45R17

215/50R17

KH16
KH795
KH16
KR21

Nexen
N5000
N5000
N5000
N5000

Firestone
545 00
555.00
552.00

569.00
$64.00
$59.00
$78.00
$93.00
$74.00
$72.00
$69.00
$76.00

245/70R16
265/70R16
245/70R17
265/70R 17
265/70R18
LT235/80R17

215/60R16
265/75R 16

HR

Timberline AT it
Timberline AT a
HR
Twateare AT 11

Eagle LS
WRG Radial

:4,
16SR17

Foe-Sara

-k's a phrase Brohm couldn't have imagined saying in
the preseason, when it appeared
the Cardinals and the Mountaineers would once again meet
in early November with Big East
bragging rights on the line.
The winner of the last two
games has gone on to claim
the conference title and a Bowl
Championship Series game vict_Louisville won a 4444
thriller last year in arguably
the biggest victory in prograni
history.

Destination LE
Destination LE
Destination LE
Destination LE
Trans Forte HT

$110.00

$115.00
$121.00
8135.00
$137.00

P265175816

Pilot

MXV4
LTX MIS
Symmetry
LTX MIS

$99.00
$99.00
$112.00
$111.00
S162.00

embarrassing.

"It really falls on all of us,
hut it stans with MC. I'll take
the blame for that. At some
point, our guys are going to
understand where the account-

.••
ability lies on gameday. But-ii
always starts with me and that's
where we'll keep it as far as
criticism is concerned."

TODAY'S UMW SPONSORED OT: -

Lindy Suitor
Illisiorritety Palm Agency
To as.. on ycair Ca num* •
conioct a lake
404 Male It.• 753-5542:

TV, radio

A

TODAY
BOXING
8 p.m.
ESPN
Card TBA
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPNU -- Cent Arkansas al Kentucky
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
6:30 p.m.
ESPN2
Cent Michrgan at W
Michigan
NHL HOCKEY
6 p.m.
VERSUS - NY Rangers at N Y
Islanders
SOCCER
3:45 p.m.
ESPN2 -- FIFA Beach Scroer World
Cup group B. S
Portugal at Rio
tie Janeiro Brazil (same-day lapel
r
1 p.m.
ESPN CLASSIC - UEFA Champions
League Olympiacos CFP vs Real
Madrid CF at Prraeus Greece (sameday lapel

5,

Key Auto Parts Key's Recycling
Are
Giving Away
This
Scooter!

Toyo

$59.00
S79.00
5103.00
564.00
$94.00

Goodyear
195/65R15
235/75R15

Destination LE 8102.00

Michelin
195/60R15
205/60R15
235/75R15
225/60R16

Dayton
205/65R15
235175R15
31 X 1050R15

by what
I saw on tape.
"I was really surprised post
game and I said this to our
defensive coordinator, I thought
we got outschemed a little bit.
But, that's the furthest thing.
We outschemed them. We've
got guys running into each
other in the same gap. It's
prised than anything

Over 50 Years"
1880 State It. 121 So., Mayfield • 247-5866
Monday - Friday • 7:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
215/70R14
205/75R15
235170R15
205/65R16
215/60R16
225/50R17

them

to do very
difficult things. Again, more sur-

"Serving The Area for

KH732
KH795
KH795
Venture

"It's an opportunity to go
and get a big, big upset and
go out there and show on national TV that we're: still a good
football team and, we can still
play," quarterback Brian Brohm
said.

From Page 18
to right the ship on the defensive side of the ball. For Griffin, the issues on that side of
the ball are simply "embarrassing.
"les just assignment football," he said. "I mean it's on
me first and foremost. But
come Saturday night when the
lights come on, we have to be
ready to play. We just need
guys to do their job. We're

CASTLEMAN TIRE 6 REPAIR, INC.
185/60R14

Sunday. Nov. 11
Buffalo at Miami. Noon
St Louis at New Orleans, Noon
Denver at Kansas City, Noon
Minnesota at Green Bay Noon
Cleveland at Pittsburgh, Noon
Jacksonville at Tennessee, Noon
Philadelphia at Washington, Noon
Atlanta at Carolina Noon
Cincinnati at Baltimore. 305 pm
Chicago al Oakland. 3- 15 pm
Dallas at NY Giants. 315 p.m
Detroit at Arizona. 3 15 p m
Indianapolis at San Ehego, 7-15 pm
Open New England, N.Y Jets. Tampa
Bay Houston
Monday, Nov. 12
San Francisco at Seattle. 7:30 p.m.

•Racers

Class 5A
Rank-School
FPV Red TP Dv.
1 Hquaoos
04110-0 140
2 Bowing Green
9-1125
2
3 John Hanlon
• 10-0 113
3
• Owensboro
9-1 83
5
5 Anderson Co
-10-0 75
6
6 Lincoln Co
7
8-2 88
Woodlord Co
- 8-2 51
4
Pulaski Co
9-1 36
9
9 t ekbro Co Cent
91 27
10
10 Johnson Central
67 24
a
Others retitled" votes. 11 Coy
Cathols 15 12 Done Heights 7 13
Christian Co 3 14 Hopkinsolle 2
Class 64
Rank-School
FPV Red TP Pvs
Lou St Saver 113110-0 148
2 Lou Tnney
2
121 6-2 134
3 Lou DuPont Man
9-1 122
4
4 Leif Henry Clay
8-1 tOt
5
5 Lou Male
8-2 64
3
6 Scott Co
8-1 82
6
7 Boone Cro
- 7-3 43
10
6 Ls. lalayette
• 6-2
9 Meade Co
7325
10 Lou Ballard
4-5 10
lee, Lou Eastegn
7 3 10
v
°tears recetiane velar 12 Lou Per.,
Creek 9 13, Marshall Co. 7. 11.
Graves Co. 8.15 Lou Pleasure Rodge
Park 5 15 Shelby Co 5

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W IT Pct
Dallas
1 0 875
NY Giantb
6 2 0 750
Washogioir
5 3 0 825
Phriadelphra
3 5 0 375
South
W IT Pet
Tampa Bay
5 4 0 556
Carolma
4 4 0 500
4 4 0 500
New Orleans
Atlanta
2 6 0 250
North
W
Pot
L
Green Bay
7
I 0 875
Detroit
6 2 0 750
Chicago
3 5 0 375
Minnesota
3 5 0 375.
West
W I
Pct.
Seattle
O 4 0 500
Anzona
3 5 0 375
San Francisco
2 6 0 250
St Lours
O 8 0 000

Rested Cardinals ready to right
season against Mountaineers
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) ---

Class 3A
Rank-School
FPV Red TP Psi
Beilry
(14)10-0 149
1
2 Breathm Co
10-0 133
2
3 Russell
9-1 114
3
O Sheldon Clerk
8-2 90
4
5 Russellville
- 8-2 77
5
6 Somerset
- 7-3 72
7
7 Lou Central
(1) 5-5 70
6
8 Mason Co
- 7-3 53
8
9. Paducah Tilghman- 8-1 11
9
10 Estill Co
8.2 11
Odors receiving votes, 11
Elizabethtown 7 12 Henry Co 3 13.
W419,118 Co

ur

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
NattOnel F008,811 League
All Times CST
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
L T Pet
W
New England
9 0 0 1 000
Buffalo
4 4 0 500
N Y Jets
8 0 111
1
Miens
0 8 0 000
South
W
L. I Pot
Indianapolis
7
¶ 0 875
Tennessee
6 2 0 750
JackSorentle
5 3 0 625
HouStorl
4 5 0 444
North
W
L T Pet
Pittsburgh
5 2 0 750
Cleveland
5 3 0 625
Baltimore
4 4 0 500
Coconatr
2 6 0 250
West
Pet
W I
Kansas City
4 4
500
San Diego
4 4 0 500
Denver
3 5 0 375
Oakland
2 6 0 250

ON THE WAY TO STATE

Casa 2A

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can,
. .

e le

player voted by team captains was Joe

State FootbaN Polls

CCISP1E' EA'CPA FPCD

$66.00
$79.00
$106.00

205/70R15
205/60R16
225/60R16
255/70R16
215/55R17

Spectrum
$69.00
Spectrum
$76.00
Spectrum
$78.00
Open Country HT $110.00

Proxes
$111.00
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Every Time You Sell Us Scrap
or Buy A Part Register To Win This Scooter
To Be Given Away December 15, 2007.
1850 State Route 121 South • Murray, KY
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$8.2.5 Column Inch, SO% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period)
93.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide,
$3.33
1 1 `.5 1

So many of us called her "Nanny,"
But! was one ofthefirst.
From the time I wasfive years old
She rocked and sang to me
I thought my heart would burst.
The love she gave sofreely,
The memory I will hold.
The times we had together
Stands in my mind so bold.
I miss her everyday,
Her smile and loving ways
I know God now rocks her
In His loving and caring way.
I love & miss you, Dottie

and a Bowl
S game vicon a 4444
in arguably
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ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT
FOR COMMUNICATIONS,
Department of Marketing and Public Relations, Murray State
University. Qualifications: Bachelor's degree in Communication.
English, Journalism, Marketing, Public Relations or related discipline required, with preference given to individuals holding a
Master's degree in one of these disciplines required. Eight (8)years
of related professional experience with demonstrated advancement
to senior management-level position, including at least five years at
a director-level position; related professional experience in cOrnMunications, journalism, marketing, or public/media relations; demonstrated professional advancement to senior management-level position and the ability to succeed while assuming increased responsibilities, managing multiple major projects, and leading others at the
director level or higher, working knowledge of institutional branding, publications, marketing, and development campaign strategies;
must be a strong communicator, have excellent written, presentation,
and oral communication skills. Must be able to think creatively and
strategically, have excellent judgment, and be able to work in a
changing environment. Responsibilities: Formulate, develop, and
manage university- wide implementation of communications and
public relations programs that will result in a strong positive awareness and a broad understanding of MSU among its publics; measuring and reporting the outcomes of communications programs, promotional and marketing efforts of the institution; work directly with
print media. radio/TV and other media to carry out such programs;
make arrangements for the public relations dimensions of all special
events, both on and off campus: direct and supervise the staff and
activities of the communications offices; promote among employees
and administrators an awareness of the public relations and communications aspect of their activities and encourage them to consult
with and utilize the services of the communications offices; oversee
the Communications / Marketing Advisory Committee whose role is
to provide expertise in the areas of communications, marketing,
public relations, publicity, publications, and advertising at Murray
State University in order to promote understanding, appreciation,
and exposure among the various publics locally, regionally, and
nationally. Will require some evening and weekend hours and
regional travel. Application Deadline: November 23. 2007. To
apply: Submit letter of application, resume, and the names,
addresses, and telephone numbers of three professional references
to: Search Committee Chair, Murray State University, 100 Easley
Alumni Center, Murray, KY 42071.
Women and minorities are encouraged to apply. Murray State University is an
equal education and employment opportunity, A4/F/D. AA employee
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API Contractors is
soliciting
for
Subcontractor Bids for
the following lines of
Work:
Concrete
Asphalt,
Restoration,
Landscaping, Seeding,
Concrete Curb and
Gutter, and Suppliers
of
Aggregates.
Concrete, and PVC
Piping Materials, for
the 'Southwest Area
Sewer
Gravity
Additions," for the City
of Murray, Murray, KY.
MBE's and WBE's are
encouraged to Submit
bids. Plans may be
obtained at the office of
GRW Engineers, Inc..
located
at
801
Drive,
Corporate
Lexington, KY 40503.
This contract is being
.funded in pall with a
KIA Federally Assisted
j Revolving
Fund.
attention
Special
should be paid to prevailing wage rates that
Contact API
apply.
Contractors 0 270898-8090 with bid by
COO on Nov. 19th,
2007
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JEM Productions
Transfer home movies
& pictures to DVD
Most formats supported Great gift idea
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Christmas! 270-3288719
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All positions
Apply in person
Dumplona,
305$ 12th St
Murray. KY
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THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
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Help Wantsd

ASSISTANT
SALES
MANAGER
TRAINEE
I am looking for an
IN-HOME sales
professional to assist
me in my business
in the Murray area.
Ideal candidate will
have a direct sales
background with a
proven track record.
Mum be prepared
to Accept
Mgt Responsibilities
upon completion
of training
Leads Furnished.
Nee''resound.
No credit rejects.
Recession proof.
Major US corp.
Our average
Assistant Manager
earns salary plus
COMMIS 10(1‘ ot

550.(XX) and up
If you qualify, call
270-554-1620
and ask for
Mr. Rouse
V.P. Of SALES
GREAT Opportunity!
Expanding! Full-time
experienced salesperson Part-time warehouse. Submit resume
to Fleming Furniture.
3060 Hwy. 641N,
Murray, KY 42071.

The West Kentucky Educational Cooperative, an educational agency
located on the Murray State University campus, is accepting applications
for a full-time (245 day) Administrative Assistant for the professional
development activities and financial operations. Communication, accounting, and other computer skills required. Knowledge of Microsoft Office
Software and Internet skills are desired. High school education or equivalent required. Position immediately available with salary commensurate
with years of experience and educational background and in accordance
with approved WKEC salary scale.
Candidates must submit a resume of professional and educational
experience, three references, and a cover letter to:

John C. Settle, Executive Director
West Kentucky Educational Cooperative
420 Wells Hall, Murray State University
Murray, KY 42071-3318

DIRECTOR OF
MARKETING/PUBLIC
RELATIONS
Henry county Medical Center is seeking a
Director of Marketing/Public Relations.
The Director is responsible for the overall
marketing/public relations and medical
staff recruitment for the Medical Center.
The Director is also responsible for community relations including health screenings, participating in community events,
scheduling and coordinating community
seminars. The director will also coordinate
all of the advertising (print, radio, and TV)
and publications of the Medical Center.
The
Director
of
Marketing/Public
Relations reports directly to the CEO and
is an integral member of the management
team. Two staff members report to the
Director.
The minimum requirements include a BS
degree in Marketing and three years experience with at least two years experience
related to marketing in a hospital setting.
Also required is a background and demonstrated success in medical staff recruitment. Candidate must also be able to
demonstrate and give examples of previous
advertising/publication experience. The
candidate must have excellent communication and writing skills and be able to work
well with community leaders, physicians,
and other employees. Prefer candidate
with previous management experience.
Henry County Medical Center is located in
northwest Tennessee and is a growing and
expanding medical center. The Medical
Center consists of an acute care hospital, a
long term care facility, EMS, and Home
Health and Hospice. We offer excellent
benefits and a competitive salary package
including relocation assistance.
Interested candidates who meet all the
requirements should send resume or may
apply in person.

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644 8472
731-644-8474 FAX
eledden@hcmc-tn.org
Equal Opportunity Employer
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Inquiries should be directed to John C. Settle at 270-809-6975.
Application will be accepted until 4:30 P.M.(CST)on Monday.
November 12, 2007.
The Wen Kentucky &Mace:tonal Cooperative is an equal opportunity employer
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WAREHOUSE CLERK
POSITION AVAILABLE

itrip Wanted

Duties include picking and processing
orders, receiving and unloading, inventory
maintenance. Requirements for the position
are forklift experience, valid driver's license,
light to moderate lifting, computer skills.
Must be self motivated and energetic.
Competitive wages & benefits!
Send Resume to: P.O. Box 123, Alma, KY 412020

BUSY medical office
has an opening for a
part-time LPN with a
staging hourly rate
$16. Part-time RN
hourly rate $26. Parttime NP hourly rate
$45. Forward resume
with 3 references to:
P.O. Box
1040-D,
Murray, KY 42071.

NATIONAL RENAL ALLIANCE
Smarm Stern mth C.lutosiv 71e Ripik hen..

Dialysis RN
Full-time and PRN
National Renal Alliance, an outpatient dialysis facility, is searching for dedicated, full-time and PAN
RNs to ensure optimal patient care at our Caldwell
Co. Dialysis Center in Princeton, KY. RN candidates must have a current KY RN license arid 1-2
years clinical experience Dialysis expenence
strongly preferred, but will train. NRA offers
health, dental, vision, disability. Itte, 401k, and paid
time off. Apply online at www.nationalrenatcom
Resumes may be sent to
irushing0nationairenatcom or you may contact
Leslie Rushing at 270-365-7588.
NRA is an equal opportunity employer

Now hiring
smiling faces for
Night Shift.
Apply in
person
at Wendy's.

BARTENDER, DAY
SHIFT 641 Club in
Puryear, Tennessee.
Good pay for the right
person. 4 or 5 days a
week. Must be neat in
Bring
appearance.
resume in person 11-6
731-644-3796

COSMETOLOGIST
opening: MondayFriday. $10 hour, full
time with 401k, vacation & medical benefits. Fax resume to
270-444-0389

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger com.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork corn
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the robnetwork som
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
rob listings Thank you

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at:
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
FULL time help needed. No expenence necessary Apply in person
at Signmasters 7:304:30, 8503
U.S.-Hwy-68
East,
Benton (Fairdealing)
GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the folpositions:
lowing
RN/LPN 2P-10P full
time, SRNA 6A-2P fulltime. Anyone interested in becoming part of
our team may apply in
person at Green Acres
Health Care, 402 W.
Farthing St., Mayfield,
KY 42066
HELP WANTED
Part/Full time -flexible
schedule- 7 days a
week.
$9hr after paid training
+ Benefits
1-888-974-JOBS
T079100207
HVAC
Local heating & air
contractor looking for
expenenced sheetmetal mechanics and
service techs Pay
based on experience.
Send Resume to:
P.O.-Box 1597 Murray

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

&Milan
MAX Fuel Express is
now hiring a Truck
Stop Manager. This
position requires excellent
communication
and sound decisionmaking
abilities.
Applicant must also
exhibit strong leadership skills and have
Fuel Desk experience.
Max Fuel Express
offers competitive pay,
paid vacation after one
year of employment,
and a 401k plan. If
interested,
please
send resume to Max
Fuel Express (BP),
2185 US Hwy. 641N,
Murray, KY 42071.
EOE

I clean homes and
businesses
Cel
phone
1(616)835
8647

NOW taking applications for all positions
and ell shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-in, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

PADUCAH Real Estate
Licensing class beginning November 8.
270-223-0789

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

WANTED: Part time
Executive Director:
Angels Community
Clinic is in need of an
ARNP/RN as the
Clinic Director. This
position is part time
Monday, Wednesday
and Thursday about
25 hours a week.
Anyone interested
may mad a resume to
Angels Community
Clinic, 1005 Poplar
St., Murray, KY 42071
or you may bring your
resume by the clinic
office MondayThursday 8:30-4:00
SANITATION TRUCK
DRIVER.
Full-time,
benefits. High school
graduate, one year
driving trucks and
equipment required.
Valid driver's license
(required to obtain
CDL).
Pre-employment drug screening.
Salary $7.52 hourly.
Apply at:
Human
Resources,
Murray
State University, 404
Sparks Hall, Murray,
KY
42071-3312.
Women/minorities
encouraged to apply.
EEO, M/F/D, AA.

Start Work Next Day!
Factory Approved
Training
let 100 Calls Only

CALL WEDNESDAY
ll-7-07
270.33 l-2109

CLEANING houses 20
years experience
270-759-9553

JANITORIAL cleaning
position available with
SSC
Service
Solutions.
Murray
buildings,
area, 3
approximately
17.5
week.
hours
per
(270)527-2041 Ask for
Mrs. Miller
now
hiring
KFC
cashiers, cooks, and
shift leaders. Must be
available for all shifts.
Apply in person 205 N.
12th St.
LPN needed 2-3 days
per week at the Allergy
and Asthma Clinic. No
Fridays or weekends.
Send resume to 2957
US Hwy. 641 North,
Murray. KY 42071.
Please include 3 references.

15 year established
hair salon for sale Call
293-3591

Computer
Connection
403 Sycamore - 752-0438
Computer SalsaSsrvaa
*Making SIMON
lag Rho&
Rapt

140
Wait to Buy

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
BUYING old U.S. coln
and pocket knife collections. 293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
150
Articles
For Sale
127.24' storage building wrtront porch, new.
83,900 firm. 270-4928222 or 270-293-2531
20 ton wood splitter,
vertical and honzontal.
Also, lawnmower seat.
270-753-4725
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions:
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Proiection
also. LG. Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

a Mlle OW
subscribe to the ...
MURRAY

LEDGER &TIMES
Home Delivery

Local Mall
iCAlloway)

3 mo...-.......$331/4
6 mo...---$60111

6so.

Rest of KY/TN

All Other Mail

(Purve. & Buctue.)

Subscriptions
3 me.
$75.00
$46.00
6 me.
I yr.
$145.00

3 mo......-.470.50
6 mo.-...-..-$99.011

1 yr.--$126.1111
I Check

Money Order

Visa

M/C

THE business office at
Name
the Allergy and Asthma
Clinic has an opening I St. Address
for
Monday
thru
City
Thursday. Expenence
in CPT coding. ICD-9
State
Zip
coding, data entry, and I
Daytime
Ph.
account receivables
knowledge preferred.
Mail this coupon with payment to.
Please send resume to
Murray Ledger & Times
2957 US Hwy. 641
P.O. Box HMO
North, Murray, KY
Murray,KY 42071
42071. Include three
Or call (2701 763-1916
references
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Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

Alder
"Ills
2006 16x68 Northern
but Fleetwood menu
lectured horns Shingle
& vinyl mei 108. front
porch and brick Naito
skirting. 2811, 18A.
$29900 Of finance for
$1.500 down payment.
$308 mon0ly. 1430°455-3001
2B11, fenced-in 1/2
acre lot. $10,700.
753-6012
92 Clayton 38R. 28A,
16X80, stove, dishwasher, refrigerator,
must be moved.
$11,000 293-2158
438-8109 rught
NICE 3br, 2ba on I 4
acre only $45,900 near
Lynn Grove Call Diana
at 270-703-2885 MTG
Real Estate

LARGE lyr old play.
toil wood, sandbox,
swings, rock climb.
slide, monkey bars,
$750 978-0881
PLAYSTATION 1 At 2
Now
GAMES
sold/traded at Wood
Electronics on the
Court Square Huge
Great
Selection,
Prices' 753-0530
SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4.room FREE
FREE DVR or HD
FREE 6
upgrade
months of HD programming
w/HD
upgrade Get months 3
FREE of HBO &
Cinemax
Programming starts at
$2999 per mo •$5.00
for local networks Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info.
759-0901 or toll free:
877-455-0901

180
Motes Homes For Rant
14X60 2BR 28A $400
703-4768
2-BEDROOM. 2-bath
on 1/2 acre, very
clean. no inside pets.
$27500 a month plus
deposit, references
required. (270)6238314 (270)978-8492
3 bedroom 1 bath Mubiewide trailer. Central
heat 8 air, $325 monthly plus deposit No
pets 270-436-2096

STRAW for sale $2.50
bale. 227-7352.
753-4582

hook-up, $350/month
• deposit, 497 Post
Oak Dnve
28R singlewide,
$260/month • $200
depose 191 White
Oak Drive
753-4228 leave message.
MOBILE horns 18880,
Weather Road off 783,
lac m/I, 3811 2BA.
C/H/A. $450/month,
water included or
FSBO $45.000. 2930139 or 753-1500.

L
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS
On the Square Muni!,

(270) 753-1713

1080
•TRACKHOE
case, solid machine.
working daily.
•Dozer
H011E
Alltschamber, solid old
machine, working daily.
(270)345-2773 nights

SMALL 2811 In country.
References required
759-1837

38R house with
fireplace 226-1012

illiP

pstrrents For Reis

OSCAR'S Outdoors,
1539 West Broadway
Mayfield, KY. Guns.
gun repair. Benellts.
scopes 270-247-6100
or 705 8838

• 2 WM Wits. No
pets Leave a mes
sage 270-753-1970
I OR 2br at:its netTr
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
11314. appliances furnished. 1mi form
MSU. 227-7298
18R, various locations,
$200-1300 Coleman
RE 753-9898

Arwood
FIREWOOD for sale
pick-up or delivery.
Cali for prices.
(270)293-1357 or
(270)559-1424

Used flute 226-1012
Homes For Sale
"OWNER
FINANCING***
No Credit Check'
1999 model 31314 2BA
singlewtde. pool Clean
& nice $3.500 down
$495 monthly 753
2222
"OWNER
Financing2005 24.56 3BR.
2BA $5.000 down
$695 00 month. Hazel
(270)753-101i
2002 Fleetwood 16.80
38R 26A Northern
insulated extra nice
270 489 2525
NEW 38R singlevnde
on I -acre la, move-on
eady, no rentals
educed price
(270)978-0921

Murray Ledger & Times

washer/dryer
1BR,
hook-up. carport. No
pets. $335 monthly
293-8070
2 bedroom, ell awl,.
Cambridge
ances,
area. 293-6988
2 or 38R duplex,
CM/A. 1 or 2813 mt.
753-1252 day. 7530808 night. 761-3694
IBA duplex
2BR
Appliances. Peggy Ann
Dr 270-753-0259
119 East Y Drive. 2811
IBA, washer, dryer.
stove. & refrigerator
furnished Smoke-free.
work
yard
Water.
included. $415 monthly 270-227-5722
2BR apt No pets
Lease & deposit Rent
Security
$500.
Deposit $500 1604
Miller Ave 270-5192899
2EI11 duplex nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished Venous locations Coleman RE
753-9898
-1BR house $375
753-3415

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
•All Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

753.3613

AVAILABILITY
KEY MINI WAREHOUSES
1850 State Route 121 South
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
Call For Sizes & Prices
Security Gate

wIR

(505 Diuguid Dnve • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

091ce Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.j6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Cr

Tanglewood
Apartments
1750 Lowes Drive
Murray, KY 42071

NOW AVAILABLE:

bath C/H/A on
corner lot in Crossfield Sub.
Remodeled, very nice.

753-2905 • 270-293-8595

• Free Cable • Washer/Dryer
Provided • All Electric w/ Central
Heat & Air • Range, Dishwasher,
Refngerator & Garbage Disposal
Provided • Carpet & Ceramic 'Tile
• Patio/Deck
Call Joy for details... 270-762-1044
TTY# 800-648-6056
Some restrictions apply

NICE 2BR duplex
Carport No pets 2273054 or 753-7457
NON-SMOKING IBR
unfurnished apt., water
paid. available now, no
pets 753-5980
NOW LEASING
1.2 & 3bedroorn Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4964
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD 01-800-648-6056
VERY nice 3BR 2 5BA
near university All
appliances furnished
plus
month
$750
deposit 752-0313
VERY nicei 2 bedbath,
room,
I
washer dryer
Spacious smoke & pet
free residence $500
month 226-8006

2. 3 & 4811 houses
depost
&
Lease
required. 753-4109
IBA, newly
2BR
remodeled, no pets
415 S 10th $425
month 270-293-4602
3811, 1BA. Brick. 306
S. 15th. No pets
$475/m0. 759-4826

3BR IBA w/ appliances No pets Lease
& deposit required
Rent $500, Security
Deposit $500 1310
Sycamore St
270-519-2699
$450
3BR 2BA,
month. No pets. 701
Broad St
270-293-4802
NICE brick 2 bedroom,
416 N. 8th, no pets,
$500 plus deposit.
489-2741
UPSCALE residence.
3/2 randi on Melrose
Dr City utilities and
schoots. All electric. 2
Large
car garage
fenced yard New central HVAC system
Annual lease $900
monthly Ray 270-7670615

VERY nice commercial
building for lease in
Hazel, KY Over 8,800
S F Great for retail,
offices, restaurant, or
any kind of business
Has parking lot, central
(u/a, and secunty system $1,800/mo
270-293-9349
I Supplies

DOG Obedience
436-2858
JACK Russell puppies.
Males only. $85.
489-6106 after 5:30PM
WHITE Bobtail kittens'
house trained Healthy.
Good with kids, dogs,
& cats. Choose now
Will hold till Chnstmas
227-1750

1994 Sooner 4 horse
slant all aluminum
horse trailer. New tires.
great condition. Call
753-2905 or 293-8595

Need help
.Promoting your.,
Business?
CalI as we will be
glad to help.
ilurmy Lid.111

II( II .1 I
sl I I -slf)R
-Nit
\I S\ I \II'.
FOR Rent
Boat & RV storage
12.06 units
11x 12 garage doors
Monthly/yearly rates
(270)978-0559

i&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S. kb SL
270-436-5496

270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7538.
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
onside climate control
storage
-Security alarmed
'Safe & clean
'We sell boxes,
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Mono Ledger & Tines For
Housing AO Notke
All real rote schemed helm
is tubed to the Federal Fair
liouwe Act %Wadi nukes it
illegal to adverter aro prefer
mat, lanitatton CR dommint
bun Noted an ram, ilex. 'eh
pon. ark handicap, familial status or national onpn or alien
non to make am such prefer
eves, lanitabons or Jimmy
Son
Slate laws forbid domminanon
te the Le, rental or rivffnung
ol real estate hoed txmr•
addition to !Sow pr,tected
under Weal law
We will knowing!) accept am
adsterWang for rest estate which
not Mahon ol the On fill
persons or hereby informoi
Out all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal °mei)
nih bop.
For further wirstarge "nth Fall
Hmising Adyertisue Tynements, contact NSA ounsel
Rene P Milam.171:010471-1(11)

FINE SMALL TRACTS - FANTASTIC NOMESITES
FARM LAND - GRAZING LAND - GREAT HUNTING
PICTURESQUE WATERSHED LAKE
HUGE AMOUNT OF FINE MARKETABLE TIMBER

Looking to
relocate in or close
to city limits of
Murray. Serious
buyer wants nice
building site
2-50 acres

-

1,96 ACRE WATERFRONT wrth dock
built' KY Lake
$69,900 Only one'
Call owner 615-5155550
PRIME lakefront. lake
view and access
acreages at bargain
prices.
kylakesale.com or
call 800-704-3154
440
Lots For Sala
LAKE Bargain! 1+
acre lake access with
free boat slips
$29.900 'Great terms
Call 800-704-3154
mu For Ss.
47.5 acres. 35 acres
prime row crop land
Located 94E Call 270753-1323 ext 120
Amer
2) 7. acre land tracts
Will combine, spring
ed creek. county
roads for access, good
timber, hunting, TVA
$1,900/acre
and
Justin Tnpp 293-9569
5 to 295 acres. West
Possibe
Calloway.
owner financing. 4892116. leave message
Perils
1703 Farmer Ave.
3811, t/1-2BA, 1,700sq.ft. C/H/A, fireplace
w/gas logs, large storage in back. a steal
$85,000. 753-8349

3811 2BA house and 25
acres with 30'x50'
metal building. 270978-0505 or 436-2051
EXECUTIVE home in
Murray. unique design
with all amenities. I
acre wooded lot,
replacement cost
5500.030 sale price
$316,000 by owner
(270)753-9686
FOR Sale/Lease 3811
2BA lakefront property
w/ dock, 2-1/2 car
garage w/ apt 270759-9046. 270-9783953
NI \II Ill I 1
I )1 I I 11111r.

construction.
NEW
116
FSBO.
Thoroughbred Drive,
Murray Estates 4BR
2.5BA, breakfast room,
family room Priced to
sell, $259.000 Will
consider reasonable
offer. 753-3966, 2939747. 752-0624
47
•. . .

931-206-6767

The Place to Start....
Murray Ledger & Times
(270)753-1916

Purchase Area Premier
Bred Heifer Sale

USED TIRES
14 15 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Saturday, November 10, 2007 • 1:00 PM
I is estock. In, • I edhetter. Kentucky

All heifers Sr. guaranteed bred to bulls with known EPDs and have mat
stringent requirements for Meth, quality, and pelvic measurements.
For room information contact'
Larry Reber. Kentucky Beef Network at 270-210-4564
Todd Powell. Calloway County Extension Service at 270-753-1452
Sponsored bv University of Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service,
Kentucky Reef Nersvent Livingston County. Livestock Livingston
County. Cattlemen's Association
and the krnturky Deparmatru of Agnculture

•

•

••••

ATV.

2006 Harley Davidson
Dyne Wide Glide 1
owner, 3.000 miles.
condition,
perfect
many extras. $13.900
435-4707. 293-1722
480
AM Pine

Selling 100 Simi,. e Verified Spring Caking Bred Heifers
LiYingsti in

Buy Any IndivIdual Tract,
Combination Of Tracts
Or The Entire Profusely!

111111111K

NMI 00.•••

LAN!) WANTED

Acor-ems.

9
li Afg- - SEE

In 14 Tracts And In Combinations

3 Bedroom brick. 80
acres, will divide, St rt
Borne
rd
464(270)345-2773

hint&
A& F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

"Thai Leonard Moat astatie form"
sainereesommt SW MI/WI Omasestsr, I/Comatames sr
lieleiCrookoss Co And tillaireassll Co. Linos
Tama
Koar
••Osik Lemma Commemenilte•Mmair Sysessioeslas. KV
From The East Side Of Symaoria, Along Hwy 348, Take Hwy 534
SE 4 Miles To Rollie Rd, Turn Left, Proceed East 1/10 Mile Of
From The East Side Of Symsonla Along Hwy 348, Take Hwy 1949
SE 4 Miles To Nance Rd,"Oak Lever, Turn Right Proceed SW 8/10
Mile To The County Line, The Road Name Changes To Rollie Rd,
rty
Proceed On West 1/2 Mile To The Pr
Id
h - Benton Accessibie Location For
A

r°-

R
2BR. 1-Bath and 3811
2-Bath in Hazel. C/H/A
appliances furnished
no pets, references &
required.
deposit
(731)498-8312 after
5:00pm

NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!

11 El

94 East
Huge lot
Proven Income
Property
S76,900
753-5856
293-7127

OFFICE or retail space
available Prime location 753-2905
293-1480

AISSOLITT'E ESTATE AUCTION]

SmimrsImy,, 114muumm1ser 10Sts. At $0:00 MR-

blob

Two bedroom $434

DUPLEX apartment
Like new, located in
Carport.
Northwood
2BR, all appliances
with gas heat and central air $575 per
month Phone 7533018
DUPLEX. 2-BR. 1 1/2
bath.all appliances
$525/mo. 436-5885
1300A
DUPLEX:
Dr
Valleywood
$400/mo 759-9920 or
293-1448
NEWER. large 1BR
I BA with all appliances
including wid Close to
university Low utilities
$325 plus deposit
(270)556-8021

L

3 bedroom 2

One and Two Bedroom
Central Hest andAAir
Accepting Apphcatioas

2BR, w/d hookup, no
pets, $355 monthly.
Call 293-8070
48R 2BA, all appliances, central H/A
Coleman RE 753-9898
SOUTHWOOD condominiums. All appliances Included.
787-9948.
908 Hillwood 2BR/1
apartment
bath
$395/mo No pets
relerences,
Lease,
deposit required
227-3331

---fig:E2
-6111Nlial.

Call 753-5606

1

ii

1989 Bronco 4x4. good
condition 1-270-3785649
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Tracts Sizes Of 5 Acres To 26 Acres
Fronting Bell Road And Rollie Road
Hornebuilders - Partners - Investors
What A Property - Lots Of Road Frontage
Original Old Nooneplace With Barns And Sheds
Six Tracts With Latta Frontage.1I
i
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FROM THE FARM ...TO SELL AT 10:00 A.M.
CASE 1490 TRACTOR • JD 2940 TRACTOR • IH 5488 TRACTOR
FARM WAGONS - NECKOVER FLAT TRAILER - DISC
SUPPORT IMPLEMENTS AND BARNYARD ANTIQUES

CASH
JIANIES R.
4:.FAUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER i
.1 e 7FANCY FARM. KY- 270-623-8466
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Utillty Whiciss
2002 Mercedes SUV
ML320. Navy blue with
gold pin stripes. One
owner, coming off
lease. New tires, 149K
$13,500.
miles.
price.
Original
$42,500. Call
270-210-0031

11111LOKI Cers
2000 Volvo S80 2.9L.
Excellent Condition,
garage kept with regumaintenance.
lar
Loaded has all available factory options.
$8995. 270-873-4199
1993 Cadillac Deville,
great condition, all
power, local car. 4362540 leave message

rvices Offered
13iel
[

AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry.
additions. decks
Hauling, clean up junk
Garage, yards.
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

kSPII ‘11:1'
Mitchell Bros.
Pa% jog
ii., i .0 sr

•••ie.rir sit I

759-1)501
7.7,1

lt

'1.14.1‘ IS
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Vans

Ni .11i .1.0111:4
2005 Town & Country
blue,
dark
40,xxximiles, loaded,
nay., DVD, leather,
sunroof, stow-n-go,
dual power doors & tollgate. $16,500 0E10.
978-0881
500
'feuds
2003 GMC Sierra
White. mint condition
less than 38,000 miles
1 owner, garage kept
$10,995. 753-4395
94 Chevy 1500, 350
V8, 200,000/miles.
$2,600.761-4846

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping Es
leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed
753-1816 227-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALI. 753-1916

11.11/1111V.

is
270-753-2279
I()N1

I R

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
CATHY'S
Wallpapenng,
Painting, Cleaning.
270- 227-6606 731498-8904
Cleaning
DAVID'S
Service. All external
cleaning. Vinyl, fences,
etc.(270)527-7176
Df4J HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks
293-5438
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
reMoval,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured 4892839.
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288
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\(.t N11 \ 1
• weekly & spccial pickups
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 •293-2783
293-2784

JOE'S JOBS
!small household
epair & aril siwk.
Senior
753-4344• 227-5644
NEED A
METAL ROOF?
CALL
(27017524414
Ask forDarrea
NIghtengale

NEED HELP?
Handyman Services.
All remodeling.
No job too mall.
Free estimates.

(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511
SEMI-RETIRED
Start
Carpenter.
Immediately.
R.L. Woods, 753-9440
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
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WINDOW
CLEANING
by SONLIGHT
(270)293-5170
Pressure Washing
Gutter Cleaning
Screen Repair
Free Estimates
Tree
YEARRY'S
Service. Free estimates. Phone 4362562. 227-0267

Hill Electric
Since 1986

Going on
Vacation?

24 Nous WIWI
Com . & Ind
Liccrned & Insured
All juihs - hig, or small

753-9

2

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling au
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters.
funk & tree work
A to B Moving Local
and long distance
moves Call Brian at
270-705-4156
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair pick-up, delivery 436-2887
A 1 Stump Removal
Fully insured 4373044

Don't Stop Your
Paper, We'll
Save it For You
Its Ihot time of year, and
everybody wants to get
out of the house But
before you go, lust make
a simple phone call and
ask for "Vocation Pok
That way you wool
miss a single thing

When you come back,
catch up on Gorfield
your city council letters
to the editor, the
obituaries and editorials
We ll deliver your
"Vocation Pak"
when you return

i916

irculation Department
and ask for

"Vacation Pak."

11111111y Vehicle
2
11

Yukon.
GMC
95
47.000 miles 26,000
767-9632 or 227-4320
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NADEAU'S
Construction
'Flooring *Decks
-Vinyl siding 'All
Home Improvements
(270)971-2111
Licensed/lnsured

LEDGER&IMES
.,%ono 0

1001 Whims. Ave., Murray, KY
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